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Reflections on Editing the Journal:
Current Status and Future Directions
Brooke Fisher Liu1

and Jeannette Iannacone1

1. Department of Communication, University of Maryland College Park, College Park,
MD, USA
ABSTRACT
With the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, we are facing another watershed moment for
our field. There truly could not be a better time to be editing an open-access journal
for the international community of risk and crisis communication scholars and practitioners. In this essay, we provide an update on the Journal’s status in terms of acceptance rates, global perspective, and readership rates.
KEYWORDS: risk, crisis, communication

The September 11 terrorist attacks first drew my attention to the
importance of risk and crisis communication research, and my
interest was crystallized while collecting my dissertation data on
government crisis communication for special needs populations
during Hurricane Katrina. With the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, we are facing another watershed moment for our field.
There truly could not be a better time to be editing an open-access
journal for the international community of risk and crisis communication scholars and practitioners. As I end my 2-year editorial term, I am proud of what we have accomplished and am eager
for the Journal’s continued growth. In this essay, my editorial
assistant and I provide an update on the Journal’s status in terms
of acceptance rates, global perspective, and readership rates.
CONTACTS Brooke Fisher Liu
• E-mail: bfliu@umd.edu • Department of Communication, University of
Maryland College Park, 4300 Chapel Dr., College Park, MD 20740, USA
• E-mail: jviens@umd.edu • Department of Communication, University of
Jeannette Iannacone
Maryland College Park, 4300 Chapel Dr., College Park, MD 20740, USA
© 2020 by Journal of International Crisis and Risk Communication Research. All rights reserved.
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Acceptance Rate and Review Timeframe
During the past 2 years, the Journal has witnessed growth in submissions as well as continued to establish itself as a premiere outlet
for risk and crisis communication scholarship. From March 2018
to March 2020, 88 manuscripts were submitted. Thirty manuscripts were accepted, whereas 39 were rejected. Fourteen manuscripts were withdrawn either because of poor fit with the Journal
or the authors declined to revise and resubmit their research. As
such, the Journal had a 34% acceptance rate during these 2 years.
As of March 31, 2020, five articles submitted were still under
review. Of the manuscripts that received “revise and resubmit”
decisions, 63% were then accepted to the Journal and 27% were
rejected over the past 2 years. At the time we wrote this essay, 10%
of manuscripts that received revise and resubmit decisions had not
yet been resubmitted.
The editorial team has taken strides to reduce turnaround time
for manuscripts submitted during the past 2 years. The mean and
medium review times are less than 60 days. We appreciate the Editorial Board’s many contributions to the Journal, most especially
their timely and constructive reviews.
Global Perspective
The Journal is dedicated to human and mediated communication
issues associated with crises, risks, and emergencies around the
world. Our emphasis on the international is reflected in our global
editorial board and represented by the authors and articles we
publish. In the past 2 years, author institutions of accepted articles have come from Australia, Belgium, the Netherlands, Sweden,
the United Kingdom, and the United States. Furthermore, articles have examined the communication surrounding crises and
risks around the world. Scholars have analyzed cases and sites in
Australia, Cyprus, England, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany,
Greece, Japan, Puerto Rico, South Korea, and the United States.
Beyond representing authors and contexts on a global scale, articles published in the Journal have been downloaded around the
world. The top 10 countries from which articles are downloaded
are ranked as follows:
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United States
United Kingdom
Netherlands
Australia
Malaysia
Canada
India
Germany
Indonesia
France

In author institutions, article sites, and dissemination of articles,
the Journal truly encapsulates its international mission, helping
to share knowledge and research on crises and risks at the global
level. We encourage additional submissions from researchers from
around the world.
Growing Readership
The dissemination of the Journal and its articles has continued
to grow. In the past 2 years, there have been 12,058 downloads.
The majority of downloads come from educational institutions
(74%) followed by commercial institutions (18%). Government
institutions (3%) and other/nondescript organizations (5%) make
up the remaining percentage of downloads. The top five downloaded articles are Benoit (2018) at 5,152 downloads, Alsulaiman
and Rentner (2018) at 501 downloads, Novak et al. (2019) at 460
downloads, Sellnow et al. (2019) at 453 downloads, and SellnowRichmond et al. (2018) at 428 downloads. As an open access journal, we are fundamentally driven by the purpose of spreading crisis
and risk communication knowledge around the globe.
Future Directions
In this essay, we have demonstrated the growing stature and reach
of the Journal. The Journal also remains nimble and responsive to
the defining crises of our time, including the special call for research
on COVID-19. There are opportunities for continued growth in
terms of publishing more research from diverse locations around
the globe and reaching more nonacademic institutions. As the
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world’s attention remains on the COVID-19 pandemic, we must
rise to the challenge of disseminating research that can support
responses to this crisis and the ones that we will face in the future.
It has been an honor to edit this Journal, and we thank the entire
editorial team for their service.
ORCID
https://orcid.org/0000-0003-1985-8050
Brooke Fisher Liu
https://orcid.org/0000-0002-0245-6592
Jeannette Iannacone
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Gender and Presence of Children:
Examining Media Uses, Informational Needs,
and Source Preferences during the Flint,
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ABSTRACT
In 2014, a water crisis emerged in Flint, Michigan. Using uses and gratifications theory as
the guiding framework, this study examines if crisis-related media uses, informational
needs, and source preferences are related to respondents’ gender and/or whether or
not respondents had children. A random sample of 208 Flint residents yielded results
that are largely consistent with extant research, although minor nuances were found.
Media uses, preferred informational sources, and desire to receive future crisis-related
health information varied between women and men. Women reported significantly
higher use of Facebook and Instagram. However, there were not significant differences
between genders or respondents with/without children regarding their future informational needs about crisis-related health topics. Results are discussed in relation to
extant research, theory, and praxis. Limitations and future research are also discussed.
KEYWORDS: children, crisis communication, gender, informational needs, media use
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In April of 2014, the Municipal Water Department of Flint,
Michigan, changed its water source from the treated water of
the Detroit Water and Sewerage Department (DWSD) to the
untreated water of the Flint River. Almost immediately there were
issues with the water, resulting in several boil water advisories. For
instance, fecal coliform bacterium was detected in August 2014
and total coliform bacteria in September 2014 (CNN, 2016). These
bacteria are warning signs that can indicate the presence of E. coli
and other disease-causing organisms (CNN, 2016). Furthermore,
the Flint River water was highly corrosive and was not treated
properly as anti-corrosion chemicals were not added to the water.
The protective sedimentary layers of the water distribution system,
known as the passivation layers, quickly dissolved (Masten et al.,
2016). Subsequently, direct contact with both iron and lead pipes
produced a variety of water contamination problems. Residents
were exposed to a number of health threats including high levels of lead and disinfection by-products as well as bacterial contamination. Simultaneously, Flint experienced an outbreak of
Legionnaires disease that was associated with the water (Masten
et al., 2016). Although concerns about the water were expressed
by Flint residents and independent researchers at the onset of the
water switch, government officials were extremely slow to respond
and some were accused of withholding information from the public (CNN, 2016; Gable & Buehler, 2017; Krings et al., 2019).
The City of Flint did not declare a state of emergency until
December 2015. Genesee County and the State of Michigan followed suit with declarations of emergency in January 2016 (City
of Flint, n.d.). However, by this time, the public had lost trust in
government officials due to their slow response and overassurance
about the water quality (CNN, 2016; Cuthbertson et al., 2016;
Krings et al., 2019). The Flint Water Advisory Task Force (2016)
concluded that, “The Flint water crisis is a story of government
failure, intransigence, unpreparedness, delay, inaction, and environmental injustice,” (n.p.). The crisis in Flint was further exacerbated by poor communication from public officials. As such, it
is important to understand how communication processes functioned in this case, how affected residents used communication,
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and how information seeking and media use varied among
affected residents. Such understanding may shed light on the
(in)effectiveness of communication strategies and inform theory
and praxis.
This research queries the media uses, informational needs,
and source preferences of Flint residents impacted by the city’s
water crisis. Specifically, gender and whether or not respondents
had children are the central variables of focus. Lead—the principle contaminate in the Flint water crisis case—has a disproportional impact on the development of young children (Bellinger,
2016; Hanna-Attisha et al., 2016). For this reason, whether or not
respondents had children was an important variable to consider
for this research. To further elucidate the context of this research, a
review of relevant literature is provided, which includes details on
the grounding theoretical framework and presentation of hypotheses and research questions. Then, details of the methods are provided, followed by presentation of results. Based on the results,
a discussion of theoretical and praxis-based implications follows.
An acknowledgment of limitations concludes the paper.

Literature Review
Communication processes are instrumental during a crisis. They
are used to manage emerging and ongoing threats and uncertainty, and educate the public about necessary protective actions
(Sellnow & Seeger, 2013). Uncertainty can prompt information
seeking behaviors, which are influenced by specific needs, especially during a crisis (Brashers et al., 2000). The public will typically seek crisis information from a variety of sources and will
continue to do so throughout the crisis life cycle (e.g., Lai & Tang,
2018; Sellnow & Seeger, 2013; Sjöberg, 2018; Sommerfeldt, 2015).
Prominent sources of information often include legacy mass
media, social media, and interpersonal networks.
Numerous media types serve as sources of information during
crises. Traditionally, legacy mass media have been primary sources
of information surrounding crises and, in most cases, are considered valuable and timely sources of information (Park & Avery,
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2018; Parmer et al., 2016; Savoia et al., 2017). In addition, social
media—such as Facebook and Twitter—have emerged as important, flexible, and targeted channels for crisis communication
(Eriksson & Olsson, 2016; Lin et al., 2016; Veil et al., 2011). As one
may deduce, there are various perspectives on the utility and function of different media for crisis communication. One perspective
suggests that “medium effects are stronger than the effects of crisis
type,” on publics (Utz et al., 2013, p. 40). This claim warrants further investigation, especially because there are many other factors
that influence publics’ media use and information seeking. For
instance, the perceived credibility of informational sources during
a crisis is imperative to consider, alongside medium effects and
crisis type.
Perceived credibility of informational sources and media channels are important to consider in crisis contexts. Traditionally, legacy mass media have been perceived as more credible channels and
sources of information during crises (Austin et al., 2012). Mass
media sources, like major news outlets, often utilize eyewitnesses
who provide viewers with recent, “front line” information during
adverse events like crises (Westerman et al., 2014, p. 172). Recency
of crisis-related information also impacts perceived source credibility, especially on social media (Westerman et al., 2014). Simply
put, perceived source credibility is a key determinant in source
evaluation for both legacy mass media and social media (Van
Zoonen & van der Meer, 2015). In the context of the Flint water
crisis, credibility of governmental sources may have been diminished due to slow response time and residents feeling as though
their concerns about the water were ignored by governmental officials (Cuthbertson et al., 2016; Krings et al., 2019). Due to Flint’s
unique crisis context and information environment, the perceived
credibility of information forms (e.g., mass media, social media)
and informational sources may have influenced residents to utilize
new and/or different media or informational sources (e.g., Austin
et al., 2012). As both legacy mass media and social media have
been purported as channels that crisis-affected individuals utilize
to gratify crisis-related informational needs, uses and gratifications theory is a relevant framework for this research.
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Theoretical Framework
Uses and gratifications theory (UGT) is an applicable framework
for examining media uses and informational needs during crises.
According to UGT, audiences actively use media and seek information to become better informed about a particular topic or event,
to identify with others in the situation, to entertain oneself, to
enhance social interaction and/or, to escape or relieve stress (Katz,
Blumler, & Gurevitch, 1974). As may be evident, UGT is based on
the user’s perspective and acknowledges that people consider their
media uses based on awareness of their needs and the expectation that certain media will gratify those needs (Ruggiero, 2000).
In essence, UGT focuses on “what people do with media” and
suggests that media use is linked to personal identities (Blumler,
1979; Katz, Blumler, & Gurevitch, 1974), which may influence
individuals’ desired gratifications during a crisis. Media use may
help crisis-affected individuals achieve multiple gratifications. For
example, decreasing uncertainty and becoming better informed
about the crisis event or associated health risks are two possible
gratifications that can result from active, intentional media use(s)
during crises (Houston et al., 2015; Lev-On, 2012; Macias et al.,
2009). In using media to gratify crisis-related informational needs,
users may perceive certain media to be more useful than others
and, in this way, UGT posits that media compete with one another.
Media compete with other sources that help individuals fulfill
their desired gratifications (Katz, Haas, & Gurevitch, 1973). When
certain media or informational sources (i.e., government officials)
do not help individuals gratify their needs, they may turn to alternative media and seek information from other sources (Katz, Haas,
& Gurevitch, 1973). These (alternative) media uses can help individuals make informed decisions in crisis contexts. However, there
is wide variation in publics’ media use and informational needs
during crises, which is why it is essential to empirically query
crisis-affected publics’ media uses and desired gratifications (e.g.,
Lachlan, Spence, & Seeger, 2009; Lu, 2018; Spence, Lachlan, & Griffin, 2007). Specifically, UGT suggests that individuals may receive,
interpret, and use media in different ways depending on their specific needs and desired gratifications, which can be impacted by
personal characteristics, demographic variables, identities, past
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experiences, and so forth (Day et al., 2019; McQuail, 1984; Ruggiero, 2000). Gender is one variable that may impact media uses,
informational needs, and desired gratifications. Extant research
has highlighted differences among genders regarding media uses
and informational needs in crisis contexts.
Gender and Crises
Gender can influence information seeking during crises (Seeger
et al., 2002; Spence, Lachlan, & Burke, 2007, 2011; Spence et al.,
2005). However, most extant research on gender and crises presents gender in a binary fashion, highlighting differences between
women and men in their needs and responses (e.g., Lachlan,
Spence, & Nelson, 2010). While there is a need to diversify the
approach toward gender within crisis communication research
and it is important to note the limitations that exist with a binary
conceptualization, useful and applicable knowledge has been
derived from previous studies that have employed such conceptualization. For example, extant research suggests that women are
more inclined to seek out information during a crisis (Lachlan,
Spence, & Seeger, 2009; Spence et al., 2008, 2011), perhaps because
information seeking can function as a coping strategy for women
during crises (Spence, Lachlan, & Burke, 2007). During crises,
women may also “translate a relational orientation (i.e., concern for
relationships) into a problem-solving orientation (i.e., ‘what information do I need to minimize the harm to my family’),” a process
that is facilitated through information seeking (Burke et al., 2010,
p. 34). Based on such findings, the following hypothesis (H) for
this research is forwarded:
H1: Women are more likely than men to seek information about the
Flint water crisis.

The type of information that women and men seek during
a crisis also varies. In past crisis events, women have placed
greater importance on information concerning specific mitigation resources and strategies, such as food and water resources,
evacuation options, shelters, rescue efforts, the larger impact of the
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crisis, connecting with friends and family, and locating healthcare
or medicine (Seeger et al., 2002; Spence, Lachlan, & Burke, 2007;
Spence et al., 2005). Women appear to be more concerned with
socially positive responsibilities during crises, such as food and
water distribution and shelter (Spence, Lachlan, & Burke, 2011).
Men tend to place greater importance on issues related to crisis
response and understanding the scope of the damage (Spence et
al., 2011). These differences may be better explained through gender-related social roles and activities.
Social roles and activities, as well as culture and environmental
upbringing, may help explain the impact of gender on risk perception and subsequent informational needs and media use (Gustafson, 1998; Peek & Fothergill, 2008). This notion is important
to consider in crisis communication because risk perception can
impact desired gratifications and subsequent media uses. Take, for
example, Fothergill’s (2004) finding that women generally view
crisis warning messages as more credible, which may heighten
their willingness to enact protective behaviors. It is possible that
women’s reception of warning messages and willingness to enact
protective actions could be influenced by gender-related social
roles and activities they fulfill. Women are often considered principle caregivers that are concerned about health-related issues
and/or concerned about caring for the sick or injured (Enarson
et al., 2006; Fothergill, 1999; Halvorson, 2004), which may influence their informational needs and subsequent media uses. Slowmoving water-related crises, like the Flint water crisis, often put
“women’s and children’s health at risk and greatly expands the
demands on mothers to keep children well,” (Enarson et al., 2006,
p. 136; also see Halvorson, 2004). Thus, gender may influence risk
perception and subsequent informational needs and media uses
during crises, which may be especially applicable to the Flint water
crisis.
In Flint, 44% of children live in single-parent households and
over 80% of all births in the city are to women who are not married (County Health Rankings, 2019; Mack, 2017). Additionally,
“in Flint, the most common family type with children was that of a
Female householder, with no spouse present (55.3 percent), while
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the most common structure with children in the state [of Michigan] is the married-couple type with 65.4 percent,” (Murembya
& Guthrie, 2016, p. 10). Noting these statistics alongside Spence
et al. (2008) suggestion that women’s heightened relational orientation may evoke a problem-solving orientation that prompts
information seeking during crises (previously mentioned in reference to H1) and the possibility that women are principle caregivers concerned about health (Enarson et al., 2006; Fothergill,
1999; Halvorson, 2004), it is possible that women in Flint may be
more interested in health-related information than men. To further query the possible differences between women and men in
terms of their crisis-related informational needs related to health,
the following hypothesis is proposed:
H2: Women are more interested in gaining additional healthrelated information surrounding the Flint water crisis than men.

Research has noted differences in internet use between women
and men during crises. Women have reported television, print
media, and radio as more useful media during crises, while men
have reported internet to be more useful (Lachlan, Spence, & Seeger, 2009; Spence et al., 2006). In contrast, women affected by Hurricane Katrina valued online expressive communication more than
men (Procopio & Procopio, 2007). Specifically, women sought out
information about family members, shared information with family and friends, and received emotional support through internet
use (Procopio & Procopio, 2007). Thus, women’s internet use in
the context of Katrina was not solely to retrieve information about
the disaster. Drawing from these findings, the following hypothesis is proposed:
H3: Men are more likely than women to want continued information about the Flint water crisis through internet sources.

Research regarding gender and social media use during crises is a growing area of scholarship. A study of Chinese internet
users reported that women are more likely to utilize social media
to communicate during a public emergency event than men (Xie
et al., 2017). Similarly, women affected by Hurricane Sandy were
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more inclined to seek information through Facebook than men
(Hamama-Raz et al., 2015). Although hurricanes and Flint’s crisis
are different types of crises, they share attributes that are typical to
most crises, such as evoking high levels of uncertainty, violating
expectations, threatening goals and well-being, and each require a
rapid response to mitigate harm (Sellnow & Seeger, 2013). However, “there are still many aspects of social media usage in crisis
that are not adequately understood. One of these is the influence
of gender on perception, attitudes and behaviour regarding usage
of the new media,” (Alexander, 2014, p. 730). Due to the lack of
congruent research on gender and social media use for information seeking (rather than social support, for example) in humancaused crisis events, we propose the following research question
(RQ):
RQ1: How do women and men report using social media for accessing information about the Flint water crisis?

Children and Crises
Individuals with children may exhibit different patterns of media
use during crises than individuals without children (Hipper et
al., 2018). Presence of children can also impact media use and
preferred informational sources of caretakers/guardians/parents
(hereby referred to as “parents”), which can vary depending on
family characteristics. For example, parents of children with special healthcare needs prefer information from healthcare professionals, school personnel, and local government officials via
in-person meetings, integrated in-person and online forums, or
text messages and social media during emergencies (Hipper et
al., 2018). Crisis type can also impact parents’ information seeking and media use. During a terrorist attack, for example, parents
have sought information from interpersonal networks and utilized
social relationships to help them understand the crisis, gather
information, and seek support (Rickwood et al., 2005; Tatar et al.,
2011).
An important caveat related to the informational needs of
parents is that they must first be aware of and understand their
crisis-related informational needs (Archibald et al., 2015). Such
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awareness and understanding is imperative during a crisis, especially for parents, because the effects of crises on children can be
serious and, thus, may increase parents’ desire to seek out crisisrelated information. Children are more prone to experience psychological damage, post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), hindered development, and higher levels of fear and anxiety during
and after a crisis (Abdeen et al., 2008; Allen et al., 2007; Martin,
2010). When considering the context of the Flint water crisis, it is
important to understand children’s increased vulnerability to lead
due to “their greater fractional absorption of ingested lead and
greater intake on a body-weight basis and because development of
the central nervous system is easily derailed in ways that result in
cognitive and behavioral abnormalities,” (Bellinger, 2016, p. 1102).
Therefore, the Flint water crisis had a disproportional impact on
children (Hanna-Attisha et al., 2016), which may have heightened
parents’ risk perception, media use, and information seeking. For
these reasons, the fourth hypothesis is proposed:
H4: Respondents with children will express higher levels of informational needs than respondents without children.

Although children may heighten parents’ informational needs,
desired gratifications, and subsequent media uses, they may also
serve as positive facilitators to information seeking during crises.
Public agencies’ framing of crisis communication can also influence information seeking (Sjöberg, 2018). Overall, extant research
posits that a range of media logics are used by parents to seek
crisis-related information, which influences their expectations
and evaluations of media and received crisis communication
(Hipper et al., 2018; Sjöberg, 2018). In noting such findings, it is
also important to recall that 44% of children in Flint live in singleparent households and the most common family type with children is female-headed households with no spouse present (55.3%)
(County Health Rankings, 2019; Mack, 2017; Murembya & Guthrie, 2016). As such, we present the follow RQ:
RQ2: How do women without children, women with children, men
with children, and men without children differ in their informational needs and patterns of media use?
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In sum, this investigation of media uses, informational needs,
and source preferences is set within the context of the Flint,
Michigan, water crisis. Specifically, gender and whether or not
respondents had children are queried as related to media uses,
informational needs, and source preferences. Such phenomena
are important to consider to ensure the relevancy of and accurate
placement of crisis communication. Relevancy and accurate placement are important criteria for supporting core functions of crisis
communication and meeting the informational needs of affected
populations—especially vulnerable populations, like women and
children with low socioeconomic status (Spence & Lachlan, 2016).
Such populations are omnipresent in Flint (County Health Rankings, 2019; Mack, 2017; Murembya & Guthrie, 2016; U.S. Census
Bureau, n.d.; U.S. Census Bureau, 2010).

Methods
Data were collected using a version of the Media Uses and
Informational Sources survey. The survey was adapted to match
the research setting; however, the scales and basis of the questions were not modified (see other uses of the measure in Day
et al., 2019; Lachlan, Spence, & Seeger, 2009; Spence et al., 2006;
Spence, Lachlan, & Griffin, 2007). The survey is grounded in UGT
and media dependency theory, and designed to assess media
uses and informational needs related to crisis events. Using fivepoint scales ranging from “strongly agree” to “strongly disagree,”
respondents’ (1) feelings about the crisis, (2) current information
gaps surrounding the crisis, and (3) desire to receive additional
information about specific crisis-related topics were assessed.
Reliability analyses yielded coefficients (Cronbach’s alpha) of
0.786, 0.927, and 0.953 for the scales, respectively. Another fivepoint scale ranging from “never” to “always” was used to record
where respondents got information about important events in the
Flint community, which yielded an alpha coefficient of 0.637. The
lower alpha for this scale may be due to poor interrelatedness of
the items when considering the context of this study (Tavakol &
Dennick, 2011), as sources of information included various types
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of traditional media, social media, and personal networks versus
types of sources for only one medium per scale.
Once Institutional Review Board approval was granted, data
collection began. Researchers used a random table of numbers (RTN) to select respondents for participation. Computergenerated, printed copies of RTNs were used to approach potential
respondents. For example, a starting point was randomly identified for each point of data collection. If the first number in the
identified RTN sequence was “7,” the seventh individual that came
through the water distribution site was asked if they were willing
to complete a survey. Surveys were collected from June to November of 2016. Between June to August, collection occurred approximately twice per week and decreased to every other week between
September and November as weather conditions and scheduling
became more complicated during these months. Respondents
were approached at the Flint Farmer’s Market (June only) and at
state-operated bottled water Points of Distribution (June through
November). These locations were selected as points of data collection largely due to these locations affording access to the target
population and permitting the researchers’ presence.
A sample of 210 Flint residents was collected. However, only
208 surveys were usable as two respondents did not indicate their
age on the survey. Respondents had to be 18 years of age or older
to participate. Most respondents took the survey on their own. A
small number of respondents (< 10) asked one of the researchers to read them the survey questions and record their answers.
Less than 35 individuals that were approached declined to participate, most did not provide an explanation for their declination; however, at least two individuals at the bottled water Points
of Distribution stated that they did not have time to complete a
survey. Relevant programs in SPSS (version 24) were used in making statistical analyses for testing the research hypotheses and
research questions. Over half of respondents were female and had
child(ren) (see Table 1A, Table 1B, & Table 1C). While the focus
of this study is on gender and whether or not respondents had
children, race is an important variable to consider in the context of
Flint’s crisis. A majority of respondents identified as White, which
is not representative of the demographics in Flint. The majority of
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TABLE 1
1A

Respondents’ Demographic Information

Gender of Respondents

Gender

N

%

Female

125

60.1

82

39.4

No response

  1

0.5

Total

208

100

Male

1B

Respondents with/out Children

Children
Yes
No

N

%

136

65.3

65

31.3

No response

  7

3.4

Total

208

100

Race

N

%

African American

74

35.6

107

51.4

Other races

24

11.5

No response

  3

1.4

Total

208

100

1C

Racial Identity

White

Flint residents identify as Black/African American (U.S. Census
Bureau, n.d., 2010); thus, the sample is not fully representative of
Flint’s population.

Results
Gender and Information Seeking
Results regarding the first hypothesis were mixed (H1). Women
(M = 0.64, SD = 0.48) were less likely than men (M = 0.49, SD =
0.5) to get current information about the water crisis from friends
face-to-face c2 (1, N = 206) = 4.51, p = 0.034, V = 0.148 (see Table
2). Women (M = 0.66, SD = 0.48) were also more likely than men
(M = 0.89, SD = 0.32) to get current information from a government website c2 (1, N = 206) = 13.89, p < 0.01, V = 0.26.
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TABLE 2 Respondents’ Current Sources for Information about the Water
Crisis, by Gender
Current Sources of Information about the Water Crisis: 0 = yes, 1 = no
Source

Gender

N

Mean

Std. Deviation

Twitter

Female

124

0.92

0.27

Male

82

0.93

0.26

Female

124

0.44

0.50

Male

82

0.56

0.50

Female

124

0.90

0.31

Male

82

0.98

0.16

Face-to-face
conversation with friend

Female

124

0.64

0.48

Male

82

0.49

0.50

Media—Radio

Female

123

0.65

0.48

Male

82

0.67

0.47

Female

124

0.30

0.46

Male

82

0.34

0.48

Female

124

0.65

0.48

Male

82

0.65

0.48

Female

124

0.66

0.48

Male

82

0.89

0.32

Facebook
Instagram

Media—TV
Media Website
Government
Website

Gender and Health-Related Information
Analyses did not support the second hypothesis (H2) as there
were not significant differences between women’s and men’s future
informational needs about crisis-related health topics (see Table
3). Specifically, there were no significant differences between genders as related to their desire to receive additional health-related
information about the municipal tap water as a possible source
of Legionnaires disease; E. coli contamination of the municipal
tap water; the source of lead contamination in the municipal tap
water; diet as a way to possibly reduce lead contamination; and
paint, soil, and dust as possible sources of lead contamination.
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TABLE 3 Respondents’ Desire for Future Crisis-Related Health
Information, by Gender
Desire for Future Crisis-Related Health Information:
0 = do not agree at all, 4 = strongly agree
Health Topic

Gender

N

Mean

Std. Deviation

Legionnaires
disease

Female

118

3.22

1.32

Male

78

3.1

1.39

Female

118

3.31

1.24

Male

78

3.2

1.27

Source of lead contamination of
tap water

Female

117

3.35

1.18

Male

78

3.17

1.31

Paint as a possible
source of lead
contamination

Female

117

2.75

1.56

Male

78

2.7

1.56

Soil as a possible
source of lead
contamination

Female

116

3.11

1.34

Male

77

2.92

1.37

Dust as a possible
source of lead
contamination

Female

117

2.96

1.37

Male

78

2.56

1.57

Diet as a way to
reduce lead
contamination

Female

115

3.01

1.42

Male

78

2.86

1.49

E. coli

Gender and Internet Sources
Partial support for the third hypothesis (H3) was found as men
(M = 0.17, SD = 0.38) were more likely than women (M = 0.3, SD
= 0.46) to want to receive future information about the crisis from
general media sources versus other sources (e.g., phone call, text),
c2 (1, N = 197) = 4.65, p = 0.03, V = 0.15 (see Table 4). This result
is interesting considering that men (M = 0.65, SD = 0.48) did not
report media as top sources to receive current information about
the water crisis (see Table 2). Further, while men (M = 0.89, SD =
0.32) indicated that they rarely got current information about the
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TABLE 4 Respondents’ Preferences for Receiving Future Information
about the Water Crisis, by Gender
Preferences for Receiving Future Information about Water Crisis:
0 = yes, 1 = no
Channel
Email
Text
Social media
Media (general)
Website (general)
Media website
Government website
Public officials via
social media

Gender

N

Mean

Std. Deviation

Female

120

0.83

0.37

78

0.77

0.42

120

0.95

0.22

78

0.91

0.29

120

0.75

0.44

78

0.74

0.44

119

0.30

0.46

78

0.17

0.38

119

0.40

0.49

78

0.47

0.50

120

0.65

0.48

Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male

78

0.71

0.46

120

0.63

0.49

78

0.71

0.46

120

0.75

0.44

78

0.74

0.44

crisis via governmental websites, they indicated greater preference
to receive future information about the crisis from governmental
websites (M = 0.71, SD = 0. 46).
Gender and Social Media
Findings for the first research question (RQ1) revealed that women
(M = 3.39, SD = 1.52) used Facebook more than men (M = 2.78,
SD = 1.6) to gather information about important events in the
Flint community t(162) = 2.45, p = 0.016, d = 0.394 (see Table 5).
Women (M = 0.9, SD = 0.31) were also more likely than men (M =
0.98, SD = 0.16) to get current information about the water crisis
via Instagram c2 (1, N = 206) = 4.73, p = 0.03, V = 0.152 (see Table
2). There were no statistically significant differences between
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TABLE 5 Respondents’ Preferences for Receiving Information about
Important Events in Flint, by Gender
Preferences for Receiving Information about Important Events:
1 = never, 5 = always
Channel
Radio
Television
Newspapers
Friends and
neighbors
Facebook
Twitter
Websites
Family members

Gender

N

Mean

Std. Deviation

Female

98

3.05

1.52

Male

64

3.17

1.44

109

4.21

1.02

73

4.14

1.19

100

3.21

1.47

Male

64

3.13

1.63

Female

97

3.70

1.21

Male

59

3.42

1.24

101

3.39

1.52

Male

63

2.78

1.60

Female

90

1.62

1.30

Female
Male
Female

Female

Male

56

1.68

1.35

101

3.54

1.55

Male

59

3.46

1.50

Female

97

3.78

1.28

Male

62

3.58

1.29

Female

women (M = 0.75, SD = 0.44) and men (M = 0.74, SD = 0.44)
in their desire to receive future information about the water crisis
from public officials via social media c2 (1, N = 198) = 0.01, p =
0.92, V = 0.007 (see Table 4). Additionally, there were no statistically significant differences between women (M = 0.55, SD = 0.5)
and men (M = 0.64, SD = 0.48) in their preference to receive future
information about the water crisis from sources on social media c2
(1, N = 198) = 1.61, p = 0.2, V = 0.09 (see Table 4).
Children and Informational Needs
Regarding the fourth hypothesis (H4), respondents with children (M = 2.94, SD = 1.42), were more likely to want additional
information about dust as a source of lead contamination than
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respondents without children (M = 2.47, SD = 1.54), t(187) = 2.07,
p = 0.04, d = 0.321. However, there were no other statistically significant differences between respondents with children and those
without children regarding crisis-related informational needs.
Gender, Children, Informational Needs, and Media Use
Tests for RQ2 noted differences in the use of government websites
to seek out current information about the crisis among women
with children, women without children, men with children, and
men without children, c2 (3, N = 199) = 13.36, p = 0.004, V =
0.258. Bonferroni post-hoc comparisons indicated the statistical
difference was between women with children (M = 0.64, SD =
0.48) and men without children (M = 0.91, SD = 0.3) (p = 0.015)
as well as between women with children (M = 0.64, SD = 0.48) and
men with children (M = 0.86, SD = 0.35) (p = 0.026). Specifically,
women with children were more likely to use government websites
to seek out current information about the crisis. The four groups
also differed in their preferences to seek out current information
about the crisis via “other” websites (e.g., nongovernmental organizations’ websites, like community nonprofit websites or local
faith-based organization websites), c2 (3, N = 199) = 7.992, p =
0.046, V = 0.2. Bonferroni post-hoc comparisons indicated the statistical difference was between men with children (M = 1.0, SD =
0.00) and men without children (M = 0.84, SD = 0.37) (p = 0.039),
indicating that men with children were more likely than men
without children to seek out current information about the crisis
from websites not associated with government or media. Lastly,
there was a significant difference among the four groups’ preference toward and use of phone calls from public officials to receive
current information about the crisis c2 (3, N = 198) = 12.455, p =
0.006, V = 0.251. Bonferroni post-hoc comparisons indicated the
statistical difference was between women without children (M =
0.76, SD = 0.44) and women with children (M = 0.94, SD = 0.23) (p
= 0.006) as well as between women without children (M = 0.76, SD
= 0.44) and men with children (M = 0.95, SD = 0.21) (p = 0.012).
Simply put, results suggest a relationship between women without
children and a preference toward receiving information about the
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crisis from public officials via phone more than women with children and more than men with children.
There were no statistically significant differences between
women without children (M = 3.28, SD = 1.28), women with children (M = 3.37, SD = 1.15), men without children (M = 3.03, SD
= 1.47), and men with children (M = 3.27, SD = 1.23) regarding
their future informational needs. Strikingly, there were no statistically significant differences among the four groups’ desire to
receive future crisis-related health information. There were also
no statistically significant differences among the four groups’ preferred media and preferred sources for receiving future information about the water crisis.

Implications and Discussion
Results of this study suggest relationships between media uses,
informational needs, and source preferences among Flint residents
as related to gender and whether or not individuals had children.
Specifically, results suggest women and men varied in their preferred informational sources and some media uses, but there were
not statistically significant differences between women and men in
their desire to receive future crisis-related health information (e.g.,
Legionnaires disease). Respondents with children wanted more
information about dust as a possible source of lead contamination
compared to respondents without children. Women with children
were more likely to prefer receiving current information about the
crisis from government websites and, in general, women utilized
Facebook and Instagram more than men to gather information
about the crisis. To a greater degree than men without children,
men with children were more likely to seek out current information about the crisis via “other” websites, such as nongovernmental organizations’ websites. Surprisingly, there were not significant
differences among women without children, women with children, men without children, and men with children regarding
their desire for future crisis-related health information. This finding may be a function of the intense focus on the immediate needs
for information related to the crisis, rather than focus on future
informational needs. The pressing, immediate needs of the crisis
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may have decreased respondents’ focus on their speculative future
informational needs. As such, it is important to discuss these findings in relation to extant research.
Many results of this study are consistent with extant research.
During crises, women generally have higher informational needs and
seek out information at higher levels than men (Spence et al., 2006).
These results may be explained by roles women have traditionally
taken on as caregivers, mothers, helpers for the injured, and general
household managers, which often become more demanding during
a crisis (Enarson et al., 2006; Fothergill, 1999; Halvorson, 2004).
In Flint, this may be even more pressing as 44% of children live in
single-parent households and over 80% of all births in the city are to
unmarried women (County Health Rankings, 2019; Mack, 2017).
Based on this information, being a mother may have increased
respondents’ need for crisis-related information and may have
led to higher levels of information seeking on social media (Enarson et al., 2006; Hamama-Raz et al., 2015; Spence et al., 2008).
Yet, men with children did indicate significantly high levels of
information seeking on specific media, such as websites not associated with government or media (e.g., community nonprofit
websites, local faith-based organization websites). Therefore, it is
also possible that being a father may have increased respondents’
crisis-related informational needs and may have led to higher
levels of information seeking on specific media. To meet the
crisis-related informational needs of parents, practitioners should
consider how they can strategically place crisis communication
messages to effectively reach this target audience (Seeger & Sellnow, 2019). Results from this study suggest that messages about
current informational needs should be placed on government
websites when trying to reach mothers and nongovernmental websites when trying to reach fathers. However, additional
research is needed to confirm this suggestion as related to other
crisis contexts and the relationship among gender, whether or not
an individual has children, information seeking, and media uses
during crises.
Being a parent is an identity that can function to influence
media use during crises. However, little support was found for the
fourth hypotheses. The only topic that respondents with children
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wanted additional information about at significantly higher levels
than respondents without children was dust as a source of lead
contamination. Furthermore, the second hypothesis asserted that
women would be more interested than men in gaining additional
health-related information about the crisis. However, data did not
support this hypothesis. Extant research has also reported similar
findings. In a study about the I-35W bridge collapse in Minneapolis, Minnesota, Lachlan, Spence, and Nelson (2010) did not discover gender differences related to information seeking.
There are several possible explanations as to why there were
not significant differences among respondents’ informational
needs based on gender and whether or not they had children.
First, all members of the Flint community may have been similarly concerned about health-related topics and the impact of
lead contamination on children. Other familial relationships, like
siblings, aunts, uncles, and grandparents may have had similar
informational needs about lead and other health-related topics. In
addition, lead was only one of several health issues and risks associated with Flint’s water crisis (Day et al., 2019; Hanna-Attisha et
al., 2016; Masten et al., 2016; Zahran et al., 2018; Zahran et al.,
2017). The crisis created a wide variety of public health threats that
impacted the entire community. Finally, because water is a universal need, residents of all genders, with/out children, and other
demographics were impacted by this crisis and their informational
needs were likely similarly distributed.
There were notable difference among genders in their media
uses. Women, for instance, utilized Facebook and Instagram more
than men to seek out current information about the crisis. Regarding general social media use, women tend to use these platforms
at higher rates than men (Pew Research Center, 2019). Yet, less is
known about patterns of use related to newer social media—like
Instagram—for seeking information during crises. In particular,
scholars have suggested that Instagram may aid crisis communication efforts due to its growing popularity, its large user base
with over one billion monthly active users, its ability to dialogically engage publics, and its ability to support visual imagery and
graphics (Guidry et al., 2017; Instagram, 2019). Together, study
results and general social media use trends suggest that Facebook
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and Instagram may be suitable outlets for crisis communication,
especially when attempting to reach individuals who identify as a
woman.
Social media continue to grow in popularity as places for individuals to gather and share crisis-related information. People use
social media to gather personal information and check in with
family/friends during a crisis, whereas legacy mass media are historically associated with educational uses and sources for information confirmation (Austin et al., 2012; Jurgens & Helsloot, 2018;
Sellnow & Seeger, 2013). As there were high levels of distrust toward
public officials and governmental agencies in Flint (Morckel &
Terzano, 2018), residents may have turned to non-governmental
or non-traditional sources, such as those available on social media.
It is extremely important to consider how perceptions of public
officials and governmental agencies may have impacted respondents’ media uses, informational needs, and source preferences.
Extant research, along with results from this study, suggests that
practitioners consider affected populations’ perception(s) of public officials and governmental agencies when crafting and disseminating crisis communication. Some crisis-affected publics may be
hesitant to seek information from government-associated sources
due to distrust in these entities. In Flint, distrust toward government officials and agencies likely influenced residents’ media uses,
informational needs, and source preferences.
Early in Flint’s crisis, government officials denied and ignored
residents’ concerns about the water. According to some reports,
officials withheld information from the public which likely evoked
distrust in official messages about the water crisis (Morckel &
Terzano, 2018). In Flint, distrust even broadened to include the
scientific community and nongovernmental experts (Carrera et
al., 2019). Thus, distrust in official crisis communication could
have impacted respondents’ media uses, informational needs, and
source preferences. In fact, the Michigan Civil Rights Commission
(MCRC, 2017) alleged the presence and role of systemic racism
within Flint’s crisis, the crisis response, and crisis recovery efforts.
The MCRC report could have further promoted low levels of trust
in government officials, especially as Flint’s population is primarily Black/African American and most residents live at or below
the federal poverty line (U.S. Census Bureau, n.d., 2010). Making
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this situation even more problematic is that people living in poverty, female-headed households, and ethnic and racial minorities
are considered vulnerable populations (De Chesnay & Anderson,
2016; Nsiah-Kumi, 2008; Spence & Lachlan, 2016). Vulnerable
groups are more susceptible to the adverse effects of crises. To clarify, vulnerability is:
the result of several factors, including physical proximity to a
risk, individual characteristics such as education, financial assets,
constraints, physical abilities, and choices made by an individual. It involves both environmental and social components such as
structural issues, gender, race, socioeconomic status, occupation,
resources, social dependence, and social networks. (Spence & Lachlan, 2016, p. 215)

Vulnerable populations make up a significant portion of Flint’s
demographic. Thus, understanding their media uses, informational needs, and source preferences is critical to constructing
effective crisis communication. It has been suggested that race may
influence informational needs and source preferences surrounding
the Flint water crisis. Specifically, extant research has suggested
that Black/African Americans’ media uses, informational needs,
and source preferences differed from other racial groups within
the context of Flint’s crisis (Day et al., 2019). Trust also plays an
important role in crisis communication, especially among vulnerable populations that have been systemically disadvantaged and
mistreated, like much of the population in Flint (MCRC, 2017).
Trust is linked to source credibility and message consistency.
Trust, source credibility, and message consistency impact message reception and the likelihood of an individual enacting protective actions (Drottz-Sjöberg, 2000; Maeda & Miyahara, 2003;
Nsiah-Kumi, 2008; Richards et al., 2015). With low levels of trust,
source credibility, and message consistency in the ecological context of Flint’s crisis, it is possible that respondents modified their
“typical” media uses and source preferences to meet their informational needs surrounding the crisis context, which supports propositions advanced by UGT (Katz, Blumler, & Gurevitch, 1974; Katz,
Haas, & Gurevitch, 1973). Simply, distrust is a major inhibitor to
crisis and risk communication. When crisis-affected individuals do not trust government officials who are handling the crisis,
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important messages about protective actions may be ignored, misinterpreted, or questioned (Cordasco et al., 2007; Wachinger et al.,
2013). Context and the local perspective are crucial to consider
during crises (Sellnow & Seeger, 2013), especially as Flint has a
unique demographic makeup and complicated history as related
to race and economics (MCRC, 2017; Morckel & Terzano, 2018).
Nearly 30% of Flint’s population is under the age of 18 and
living with a parent or guardian (U.S. Census Bureau, n.d.). Lead
contamination and subsequent bacterial contamination—like
those documented in Flint’s water crisis—are associated with
long-term, serious health issues in children and adolescents, such
as developmental delays and behavior issues like attention deficit/
hyperactivity disorder (Hanna-Attisha et al., 2016; Zahran et al.,
2017). These serious crisis-related health implications are prominent reasons why crisis-affected individuals’ media uses, informational needs, and source preferences must be understood. Such
knowledge is imperative to ensuring that crisis communication is
effective and relevant to affected publics.
Limitations
This project is subject to several limitations. First, the sample for
this study, although random, is not entirely representative of Flint’s
population (U.S. Census Bureau, n.d., 2010). The primary difference is with the representation of race (U.S. Census Bureau, n.d.).
While the City of Flint is 53.9% Black or African American, the
sample for this study was 35.6% Black or African American and
had overrepresentation of White residents when compared to U.S.
Census Bureau (n.d.) data (see Table 1C). A possible reason that
there is underrepresentation of Black/African American individuals in this study may be due to the sampling sites and time of day
(i.e., during traditional work hours). The water distribution sites
were set up like “drive-thrus,” which required the use of a vehicle
(Flint Cares, 2016). The city was mandated to arrange water delivery for residents that could not pick up water at the distribution
sites and neighbors may have picked up water for one another too
(Kennedy, 2016). Another reason that the sample may lack representativeness is due to the random, in-the-field sampling procedure, which utilized RTNs.
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The validity of the survey questionnaire is another important
limitation to acknowledge. The questionnaire has not been formally tested, though it has been used in several other studies with
similar results, suggesting its reliability (Day et al., 2019; Procopio
& Procopio, 2007; Spence et al., 2011; Spence, Lachlan, & Griffin,
2007; Spence et al., 2006; Spence et al., 2005). Questions about
validity are partially addressed through the survey’s reference to
communication processes and channels that have clear referents,
such as “face-to-face conversation,” “Facebook,” and so forth. The
survey instrument’s validity and reliability, however, should be
addressed in future research.
Another limitation of this study involves the way gender was
measured as a binary construct. Though crisis-focused research
has traditionally measured gender as a binary construct (e.g.,
Lachlan, Spence, & Seeger, 2009; Sheldon & Antony, 2018; Spence
et al., 2006; Xie et al., 2017), this is not representative of how gender identities are increasingly reflected in society. Moving forward, crisis and risk-related research should allow participants
to identify their gender in an open-ended response format when
completing surveys to more accurately reflect the fluid nature of
gender identity. In ways, this study also represents women as primary caregivers due to the high rate of single mothers in Flint,
Michigan (County Health Rankings, 2019; Mack, 2017); however,
this assumption should be considered a limitation of this study
and carefully considered when interpreting results. While in some
contexts, women may serve as principle caregivers to children,
this is highly contextual and changing. To help alleviate limitations related to gender, future research should consider the crisis-related informational needs of caregivers/parents of children
in general, regardless of their biological relationship to the child.
Finally, several limitations are associated with the context of the
investigation. The Flint crisis was highly politicized and collecting
data in a timely manner did not allow for control over all variables.
High levels of distrust, ongoing issues of social justice, history of
environmental racism, and high rates of poverty—although not
the focus of this investigation—cannot be discounted (MCRC,
2017; Robinson et al., 2018). Although collecting data within the
context of an actual crisis event is challenging, studies such as this
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one can provide important insights that are garnered from affected
publics versus that of experimental designs or hypothetical crisis
scenarios that sample from student populations.

Conclusion
Communication plays a central role in managing crises. As
water-related risks and crises are projected to increase in frequency in the near future (Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention [CDC], 2016; Masten et al., 2016), crisis communication will become even more important. However, in the case of
Flint’s water crisis, it can be argued that the lack of trustworthy
and timely crisis communication prompted respondents to utilize
specific media and sources in an attempt to gratify their informational needs. Surprisingly, gender and whether or not respondents had children was not significantly related to respondents’
desire to receive future crisis-related health information. There
were, however, some notable differences in respondents’ media
uses. As related to future research and praxis, these results should
be interpreted cautiously especially since Flint’s crisis is contextdependent, complex, and exacerbated by systemic issues. Although
this study offers some perspective into the dynamics of crisisrelated media uses, informational needs, and source preferences,
future research is needed to address the contextual, communicative exigencies of crisis-affected publics.
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ABSTRACT
This study utilized social network analysis to identify the top 10 Twitter influentials
during the Hurricane Irma crisis period and examined the relationship between social
media attributes and the bridge influence of controlling information flow. The number of a user’s followers and tweets significantly predicted one’s control of information. Crisis information tended to be shared in scattered subgroups. Social network
boundaries impeded information diffusion, and the communication pattern was
largely one-way. The findings partially supported the opinion leader argument while
indicating that influentials can directly generate information, which is consistent with
the social-mediated crisis communication model. Such findings will contribute to crisis literature and help emergency management professionals advance social media
usage to disseminate crisis information, build effective communication, and provide
immediate disaster relief responses.
KEYWORDS: crisis influence, opinion leader, social network analysis, social-mediated
crisis communication

Introduction
While facing crises, the public experiences real uncertainties and
concerns. To minimize the impact of a crisis and reduce the public’s concerns and uncertainties, crisis managers need to provide
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sufficient information and effective communication in a timely
manner. Social media platforms, such as Facebook and Twitter,
have been shown to facilitate information dissemination, enable
ordinary citizens to share ideas and information, and hence allow
organizations and members of the public to develop interactive
communication during crises (Sadri et al., 2017; Spence et al.,
2015). Unfortunately, how crisis communication and information
spread on social media is still unclear.
To answer this question, this study explored the bridge influence of controlling information flow and highlighted the importance of analyzing Twitter users’ position in the network to identify
crisis information influentials. By conducting a social network
analysis, this study recognized the top 10 influentials in a crisis
and unpacks crisis communication and information dissemination patterns. This study also examined the relationship between
social media attributes (e.g., the number of followers, tweets, followed, and favorites) and influence levels.
In particular, this study collected real-time data—tweets surrounding Hurricane Irma. At its strongest, Hurricane Irma was a
Category 5 hurricane with winds of 185 mph (National Weather
Service, 2017). This crisis caused an estimated 129 deaths (Issa
et al., 2018) and a total cost of $50 billion in the United States
(Cangialosi et al., 2018). It created uncertainties about returning
to normal life. With a focus on examining the social-mediated
crisis communication and information dissemination patterns of
Hurricane Irma, 31,349 tweets and 16,627 Twitter accounts were
analyzed. Based on the betweenness centrality (the number of
shortest paths that a Twitter user connects other pairs of users, see
Hansen et al., 2011), this study discovered the top 10 influential
actors who can distribute information and tend to share some features, such as showing media backgrounds, having a large number
of followers, and posting many tweets. The reciprocity during the
communication process was low and hence the communication
pattern was largely one-way.
Moreover, in-degree links were shown to mediate the relationship between the number of a user’s followers and the user’s central status in the network. In contrast, out-degree links did not
mediate the relationship between the number of accounts that a
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user had followed and one’s ability in controlling information flow
within the network. Furthermore, the number of followers and
tweets significantly predicted users’ levels of influence within the
network.
These findings shed light on the future of theory building
and practice for multiple reasons. The findings illustrate the crisis information flow surrounding Hurricane Irma on Twitter and
clarify the confusion due to contradictory findings of the relationship between social media attributes and bridge influence. Discovering the characteristics of the top influentials can also help
crisis management practitioners track crisis information on social
media, provide prompt and accurate information, and eventually
reduce the public’s uncertainties.
Social-Mediated Communication and Information Flow
during Crises
Members of the public need prompt and accurate information to
reduce their uncertainty in order to make appropriate decisions
and cope with crises. Social media has shown to not only provide
real-time information for the public but also allow people to generate and share information (Morris et al., 2010; Sin & Kim, 2013).
Unfortunately, developing effective social-mediated crisis communication remains a challenge. As shown in prior crisis studies,
government organizations were less active compared to ordinary
users and should have fully used social media as a primary crisis
communication tool (Lachlan et al., 2014; Lin, Spence, et al., 2016).
Understanding how information flows on social media would
advance crisis theory building and guide crisis management practice. Opinion leaders have been shown to impact information flow
in both traditional media and social media (Austin et al., 2012;
Dubois & Gaffney, 2014; Jin & Liu, 2010; Katz & Lazarsfeld, 1955;
Watts & Dodds, 2007).
Opinion Leader and the Two-Step Flow of Communication
Traditionally, research on personal influence focused on the twostep flow of communication that can be traced back to Katz and
Lazarsfeld’s (1955) research on opinion leaders, defined as “the
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individuals who were likely to influence other persons in their
immediate environment” (p. 3). According to the two-step flow
of communication theory, a small group of opinion leaders is the
information medium between the mass media and the public.
In other words, information flows from the mass media through
influentials to their followers (Katz & Lazarsfeld, 1955; Merton,
1968; Watts & Dodds, 2007). Specifically, the two-step flow of
communication theory highlighted four features of being an influential: having followers, being viewed as an expert, being knowledgeable about the topic, and being in a position to exert social
pressure or support (Dubois & Gaffney, 2014).
The argument of opinion leaders developing their influence
has been well examined in mass media contexts (Weimann, 1994).
However, it remains unspecified how influentials shape opinions
and how the mechanism of information dissemination transfers
from influentials to their followers or across entire communities
(Watts & Dodds, 2007). This issue turns out to be more complex
with the growth of social media that enables the public to voice
their opinions and share crisis information as well as experiences
with others (Marken, 2007). Different from traditional one-way
communication, social media has the possibility to implement
interactive communication among emergency management
organizations and the public (Spence et al., 2015). The boundary
between media professionals and non-elites on social media is not
as clear as it is with traditional mass media. The shift to two-way,
interactive communication may also impact crisis information
flow and social influence diffusion.
Social-Mediated Crisis Communication Model
Previous research has shown that people used social media during
crises to get emotional support, to seek insider information, and to
maintain involvement with family and friends (Austin et al., 2012;
Lachlan et al., 2014). According to the social-mediated crisis communication (SMCC) model (Jin & Liu, 2010), influential social
media users create crisis information. Social media followers consume such information, and social media inactive members may
be indirectly exposed to such information through social media
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followers and/or traditional media impacted by influential social
media creators (Austin et al., 2012). This argument suggests that
influential social media users can become information providers
rather than merely working as an information medium, which contradicts the two-step flow hypothesis. Previous research supports
this argument by identifying the unique communication functions
of influentials on Twitter, such as influentials sharing information
and supporting information exchange during the 2017 Ariana
Grande concert bombing (Zhao et al., 2019).
It is necessary to revisit these arguments and examine them
with real-time social media data. To unpack the complex patterns
of social-mediated crisis communication and information flow,
this study explored how influential social media users impact
information dissemination and crisis communication surrounding Hurricane Irma.
Influential Users on Social Media
Communication scholars have devoted tremendous efforts to
unpack the social-mediated crisis information dissemination.
Many studies in the literature have largely used the frequency of
being retweeted as the criteria to evaluate information influence
(Lachlan et al., 2014; Lin, Lachlan, & Spence, 2016; Lovejoy et al.,
2012; Rainear et al., 2018; Sutton et al., 2015). For example, some
studies focus on developing content analysis with certain samples
(Lin, Lachlan, & Spence, 2016). Many studies examine the relationship between tweet formats (e.g., URL, hashtags, and multimedia files, Lachlan et al., 2014) and the frequency of a tweet
being retweeted (Lovejoy et al., 2012; Rainear et al., 2018; Sutton
et al., 2015).
Another common approach to determine influential actors
was based on the number of their followers (Cha et al., 2010; Wu et
al., 2011). This approach assumed that if an actor can be heard by
others in the network, the actor is influential (Bakshy et al., 2011;
Subbian & Melville, 2011). With these two approaches, some of
the previous studies advocated certain strategies that can be used
to promote the visibility of crisis information and increase specific
emergency management organizations’ influence in crisis communication.
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Nevertheless, the frequency of being retweeted or the number of followers only reflects one aspect of an influential—having followers. Interestingly, as indicated by some research, having
millions of followers does not necessarily represent the success of
disseminating broadcasted tweets (Cha et al., 2010). These contradictory findings indicate that previous operationalizations did not
capture some aspects of the multifaceted concept of opinion leaders. An influential is often seen as an expert by others; the influential shows knowledge and is in a position to exert social pressure
(Dubois & Gaffney, 2014). These aspects have been largely ignored
by previous research. These findings also suggest that scholars
need to study the information network to identify information,
influential users, and track information flow on social media.
To map influentials in crisis communication and information
dissemination, this study utilized a social network analysis, a theoretical and methodological approach investigating social relationships and flows between people and other connected entities
(Freeman, 2004; Sommerfeldt & Kent, 2015; Zhao et al., 2018).
This author argued that the relationships between an influential
actor and other actors are crucial while examining crisis information communication patterns and information flow.
Social Network Analysis
A social network articulates a social relationship or structure
among individuals, social groups (e.g., family, school, company),
and connected information communities, such as URLs and
Twitter (Bandyopadhyay et al., 2011; Sommerfeldt & Kent, 2015).
Social network analysis has been applied in multiple disciplines,
such as management consulting, sociology, and public health
(Borgatti et al., 2009). Nevertheless, this approach has not been
fully utilized in examining social-mediated crisis communication.
As previous research posited, investigating the “web of relationships” advanced the knowledge about the distribution of information and social support through networks (Valente, 2010; Valente
& Rogers, 1995).
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Information Distribution and Social Media Attributes
Sadri et al. (2017) analyzed Hurricane Sandy tweets and examined
how the in-degree, out-degree, eccentricity, and closeness centrality impact information spreading (e.g., tweeting frequency). They
found that Twitter users were more active in information distribution if they were less eccentric in the network. Sadri et al. also
observed some clusters in which actors were more connected with
each other and some isolators in the network. In addition, networks tend to be less transitive while larger subgraphs are more
assortative (Sadri et al., 2017). Nevertheless, Sadri et al. did not
further identify how a Twitter user’s social media attributes impact
the user’s active role in the network.
Kim (2017) more closely analyzed social media attributes
of influential actors by studying the information distribution of
the hashtag AlphaGo. According to Kim, information was reciprocal among media sources, the public, and opinion leaders. In
particular, opinion leaders were described by Kim as people who
served as conversation starters, influentials, active engagers, network builders, and/or information bridges. Kim concluded that
the number of accounts that a user has followed significantly predicted the user’s central role in the information network. However,
Kim’s conclusions were built on examining the top 20 influential
users’ attributes while ignoring other actors’ attributes. The significance of these results may be exaggerated. It is necessary to include
all users while further exploring how users’ attributes impact their
influence levels. Moreover, based on Kim’s description, conversation starters and influentials showed many in-degree links and
affected receivers’ opinions. Such vague and overlapping descriptions of conversation starters and influentials indicate unclear
operationalizations of influence.
Measuring Influence
While investigating information flow on social media, many
researchers assessed influence with various approaches. For instance,
Cha et al. (2010) categorized influentials based on in-degree that
presents how popular a Twitter user was in the network. Dubois
and Gaffney (2014) further operationalized political influence with
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five dimensions: in-degree, egocentric centrality (extended connections of a Twitter account), clustering coefficient, the ratio of
a user’s tweets containing keywords to all sampled tweets, and the
frequency of being mentioned. According to Dubois and Gaffney,
media outlets, journalists, and politicians were identified as influential based on in-degree and eigenvector centrality. However, political commentators and bloggers appear to be influentials based on
their interactions with other users and message quality. These different conclusions regarding influential actors stem from the vague
interpretation of the concept of influence.
Recent studies on social media influence in crises started mapping users’ positions in certain networks to help researchers identify influentials. For instance, Zhao et al. (2018) conceptualized
four dimensions of influence on social media: output, reactive
outtake, proactive outtake, and network positioning. Specifically,
Zhao et al. measured output based on the number of tweets a user
posted and the time length of engagement; they assessed proactive outtake by examining the number of retweets, favorites, and
followers. They measured reactive outtake by calculating the number of mentions, replies, and positive references. Last, Zhao et al.
operationalized network positioning based on the degree centrality, betweenness centrality, as well as PageRank.
The inconsistent conceptual and operational definitions of
influence reflect the growing need for social-mediated crisis communication research to be further explored. Meanwhile, these
incoherent findings due to the different definitions of influence
also create challenges for communication scholars to identify
crisis influentials on social media and unpack the complex crisis
information flow.
Various existing studies have already explored the features of
being an influential, such as having a large number of followers
(Cha et al., 2010; Wu et al., 2011) and presenting a long engagement time on social media (e.g., Zhao et al., 2018). The current
study did not replicate these efforts. Instead, it examined influence
based on the opinion leader concept and concentrated on the core
of the opinion leader’s role in the two-step flow communication
hypothesis—as the intermediary in the information flow (Katz &
Lazarsfeld, 1955; Merton, 1968; Watts & Dodds, 2007).
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Guided by the argument of opinion leaders (Katz & Lazarsfeld,
1955), the SMCC model (Jin & Liu, 2010), and previous research,
this study explored Twitter users’ control of information to evaluate each actor’s influence in the network. In particular, this study
focused on bridge influence on Twitter—betweenness centrality
that measures the shortest path between two users. When a Twitter user can easily serve as the information “bridge” that connects
others, the user is influential in the network. The assumption of
betweenness centrality echoes with the two-step flow communication hypothesis that highlights the influential’s position of intermediating information flow. The current study embraces Dubois
and Gaffney’s (2014) idea that an influential user should be in a
position to spread information. By examining the betweenness
centrality in the crisis information network on Twitter, this study
can identify the bridge influentials who are in the central position
of the network.
Another goal of this study is to explore the relationship
between a user’s social media attributes and the user’s bridge influence (betweenness centrality). Specifically, the social media attributes include the number of followers a Twitter user has presented,
the total number of tweets a user has posted since joining Twitter,
all the favorites the user has received, and the number of other
accounts that the user has followed. As a side note, although Twitter changed “favorites” to “likes” in 2015 (Whitten, 2015), to be
consistent with prior studies and to make a clear comparison with
previous findings, the current study used the term of “favorites.”
Prior research exploring influence on social media has shown
that influential users have more followers (e.g., Cha et al., 2010;
Kim, 2017; Wu et al., 2011). However, it is still unclear how the
number of followers impacts a Twitter user’s influence levels. The
current study aims to answer this question. The author argues that
when a Twitter user has lots of followers, they are more visible and
hence are more likely to show bridge influence in the information
network. The visibility argument has been supported by Treem
et al. (2020). The number of followers a user has, as indicated by
Kim’s findings (2017), was also shown to be positively associated
with one’s in-degree links and betweenness centrality. It should
be noted that these findings may be exaggerated because only the
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top influential users’ attributes have been analyzed. This paper
re-examined the relationships among followers, in-degree links,
and betweenness centrality by analyzing the attributes and influence
levels of all Twitter users in the information network surrounding
Hurricane Irma. Therefore, inspired by previous findings, opinion leaders research (Dubois & Gaffney, 2014; Katz & Lazarsfeld,
1955), and the SMCC model (Jin & Liu, 2010), this paper posited
that when one Twitter user is being followed by many accounts,
the user is likely to be seen as an information provider reflected
by the number of in-degree links (edges pointing toward the user)
and hence is in a central position in the network.
H1: The more followers that a user has, the more in-degree links
that the user would receive, resulting in the user being more central
in the information network.

Similarly, if one Twitter user follows many accounts, the user
will see many information resources and hence will be able to seek
information from multiple sources. In other words, the user will
present more out-degree links (edges leaving the user). As such,
this study hypothesized that this user will likely be in a central
position in the network.
H2: The more accounts that a user has followed, the more outdegree links that the user would present, resulting in the user being
more central in the information network.

Besides being in the central position in a network, an influential is also characterized as being knowledgeable and therefore can
generate information about a specific topic (e.g., the total number of tweets). To capture this feature of influence, this study also
explored how the total number of tweets a user has posted predicts
betweenness centrality.
Moreover, an influential is seen as an expert (Dubois & Gaffney, 2014; Katz & Lazarsfeld, 1955) and thereby an influential
actor’s posts should be valued. The degree to which a user’s posts
are valued can be assessed by the number of favorites that the user
received. The author argued that these social media attributes predict Twitter users’ influential levels. Following the logic, this paper
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also investigated relationships between users’ social media attributes (followers, following, tweets, and favorites) and the bridge
influence.
H3: The number of accounts that a user followed, the number of
followers, the number of tweets that a user posted, as well as the
favorites that a user has received will predict the levels of influence
in the network.

The ultimate purpose of this study is to improve the assessment of crisis information flow and crisis communication patterns. By developing a social network analysis, this paper explored
the information network’s density and reciprocity. The following
research questions were proposed and examined.
RQ1: Who are the influential actors in the network of Hurricane
Irma information dissemination?
RQ2: Through what patterns does information flow in the network?

Method
Data Collection
To include relevant information about Hurricane Irma on Twitter,
the author checked the crisis period. Hurricane Irma formed on
August 30, 2017, and turned into an extratropical storm after
September 12 (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,
2017; Weather Underground, 2017). The author collected 31,349
tweets (original tweets and retweets posted from September 1 to
September 14, 2017) and 16,627 Twitter accounts with NodeXL
Pro (Smith et al., 2010) that connects to the public Application
Programming Interface of Twitter. Specifically, the author searched
the keywords “Hurricane Irma” and “HurricaneIrma” to collect
data. The keywords searching strategy is advantageous because this
approach enables the author to collect all relevant data rather than
limiting data to tweets with specific hashtags. The current dataset
involved tweets with different hashtags, such as #HurricaneIrma,
#Irma, #Florida, and #US.
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Data Analyses
This study conducted a series of social network analyses with
NodeXL Pro (Smith et al., 2010). In particular, to answer RQ1
and RQ2, each user’s betweenness centrality, in-degree links, and
out-degree links were calculated. In addition, with the ClausetNewman-Moore clustering algorithm, subgraphs were conducted
to identify the crisis network subgroups about Hurricane Irma.
The clustering coefficient, reciprocated edge ratio, network density, and average geodesic distance were calculated as well. Table 1
describes the explanation of each metric.
TABLE 1

Metric Description

Metric

Description

In-degree Links

The number of directed edges pointing toward a
specific node. In this study, it refers to the number
of Twitter accounts that seek information from a
certain Twitter user.

Out-degree Links

The number of outgoing connections leaving
from a specific node. In this study, it represents the
number of links that a specific Twitter account used
to seek out information.

Betweenness
Centrality

The extent to which a Twitter user works as an
information “bridge” along the shortest path
between other users.

Clustering
Coefficient

The degree to which a Twitter user is embedded
within a graph where all users tend to tightly cluster
together.

Network Density

The ratio of edges relative to the number of all
possible edges. It reflects the cohesiveness in the
network.

Reciprocated
Edge Ratio

The portion of edges that have reciprocated
interactions. In this study, it reveals the information
exchange between Twitter users and reciprocity of
communication patterns.

Geodesic Distance

The length of the shortest geodesic between two
Twitter users.
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To test H1 and H2, mediation tests were conducted with the
Model 4 of Process Macro Version 3 (Hayes, 2018). Standardized z
scores of each variable were calculated and then used in the mediation tests. This study also examined how a Twitter user’s attributes impact information dissemination. To test H3, a regression
test was conducted with SPSS. Particularly, considering that the
tweet dataset is not normally distributed and contains zero, cube
root scores of each variable were calculated prior to conducting
the regression test. The following attributes were the predictors
examined in the linear regression: the number of other accounts
that a Twitter user has followed, the sum of followers that a user
has, the total number of tweets that a user has posted, and favorites
that a user has received.

Results
The average reciprocated ratio of the crisis information network
surrounding Hurricane Irma was .02. The average geodesic distance
was 5.44 and the network density (graph density) was 7.47358E05. The top 10 influential users in the information network were
identified based on betweenness centrality (See Table 2). The largest betweenness was 25,551,947.96. Among the top 10 influential
actors, two were official agency accounts and five were users who
demonstrated media backgrounds. United States President Donald
Trump’s Twitter account was the fourth most influential user in
terms of his central status in the network (betweenness centrality
is 12,944,744.83). Compared to other influential users, President
Trump’s account showed the most in-degree links (865). However,
it had zero out-degree links in the current study’s sample.
Regarding RQ2, this study identified 773 subgroups. The top
three subgroups that contained the most edges were identified.
The largest subgroup contained 4,773 edges including the fifth
most influential user in the network. The second-largest subgroup
had 3,684 edges including the official Twitter account of the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). The third-largest
subgroup involved 3,078 edges, such as the Twitter accounts of
President Trump, Fox News, and New York News. It is worth mentioning that the official Twitter account of the National Weather
Service Miami—South Florida was in a group with only two edges.
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TABLE 2 Top 10 Influential Actors in the Hurricane Irma Information
Network (September 1 to September 14, 2017)
InDegree

OutDegree

Betweenness

Radio host, social
media whiz, political
consultant

0

261

25,551,947.96

4billlewis

Former AM talk
show host

2

247

22,293,112.15

Rebschmdt

Political freelancer,
previously an online
editor

745

1

15,265,799.82

Potus

President Trump

858

0

12,944,744.83

Hsiglobal

Humane Society
International

90

1

11,667,847.63

Miketheiss

National Geographic
Photographer &
Storm Chaser

469

3

11,513,647.44

2jenniferlewis

Been suspended

0

76

10,332,601.08

4rickstaly

A graduate of
the FBI National
Academy, law
enforcement

0

74

10,168,626.99

marishkamistry WWF Member
& Animal Rights
Campaigner

0

2

9,301,017.14

342

1

8,051,535.68

User ID

Profile Description

4williamlewis

Duvalschools

Duval County Public
Schools

This study discovered the communication patterns of subgroups by conducting subgraphs in NodeXL Pro (Smith et al.,
2010). Figure 1 shows the position of FEMA’s Twitter account in
the second-largest subgroup. Specifically, FEMA’s account had 167
in-degree links, two out-degree links, and its betweenness centrality was 4,883,617.58 with a clustering coefficient of 0.004. At the
time of data collection, FEMA had followed 640 Twitter accounts
with 675,144 followers; it had posted 12,884 tweets and received
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FEMA’s Status in the 2nd Largest Subgroup/Subgraph.

2,534 favorites. Figure 2 presented the status of President Trump’s
Twitter account in the third-largest subgroup. President Trump’s
account had 858 in-degree links, zero out-degree links, and the
betweenness centrality was 12,944,744.83 with a clustering coefficient of 0.002. At the time the dataset was collected, President
Trump’s account had followed 42 other accounts and had been
followed by 20,263,131 accounts. He had posted 1,169 tweets and
received 84 favorites.
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FIGURE 2 President Trump’s Status in the 3rd Largest Subgroup/
Subgraph.

The correlations between all variables were provided in Table
3. The correlation between the number of tweets and favorites presented the largest effect size (.58). H1 was supported. The number of followers a user has showed a significant indirect impact
on the user’s betweenness centrality through in-degree links, b =
.17, 95% CI [.1462, .1996] (Figure 3). In addition, the regression
relationship between followers and in-degree links was positive
and statistically significant (b =.40, t (16625) = 19.61, SE. = .02,
p < .05). Both in-degree links (b = .42, t (16624) = 20.21, SE = .02,
p < .05) and the number of followers (b = .08, t (16624) = 5.23,
SE = .01, p < .05) significantly predicted a Twitter user’s betweenness centrality.

1

.25**

Followers

1

.40

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

**

.46**
.28

.31
1

.11**
1

.45**

–.01

**

.10**

**

.09**

1

1

.13

.04*

.58

–.02
**

–.34*

–.30**

.22*

.35**

–.18**

.05
**

.02*

In-degree Followed Tweets Favorites Out-degree

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Outdegree

Favorites

Tweets

Followed

In-degree

Followers

1

Betweenness

Correlations between Variables

Betweenness

TABLE 3
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FIGURE 3 Standardized Regression Coefficients for the Relationship
between the Number of Followers and the Betweenness Centrality as
Mediated by In-degree Links.
In-degree

.40*

.42*

Followers
.08 (.17*)

Betweenness
Centrality

Note: The indirect effect coefficient is in parentheses. *p < .05.

H2 was not supported. There was no statistically significant
mediation impact of out-degree on the number of accounts a user
followed and the betweenness centrality: b = .00, 95% CI [–.0053,
.0005]. Moreover, no statistically significant linear relationship
was found between the number of accounts that a user has followed and the number of out-degree links that a user has shown:
b = .00, t (16625) = –.50, SE = .01, p = .62. Interestingly, both
out-degree links (b = .36, t (16624) = 49.45, SE =.01, p < .05) and
the number of accounts that a user has followed (b = .02, t (16624)
= 3.30, SE = .01, p < .05) were found to show statistical significance
of predicting betweenness centrality.
H3 was partially supported. The number of followers (b = .23,
t (16622) = 28.64, p < .05) and tweets (b = .04, t(16622) = 4.32,
p < .05) both showed positive and statistically significant relationship with betweenness centrality in the information network of
Hurricane Irma. In particular, the number of followers showed a
medium effect size (b = .23). The number of favorites that the user
has received was negatively related to the user’s betweenness centrality in the information network (b = –.02, t (16622) = –2.31,
p < .05). However, the number of other accounts that a user has followed did not show statistical significance in predicting betweenness centrality (see Table 4).
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Regression of Attributes and Betweenness Centrality
β

Constant

t

p

6.75

.00

Favorites

–.02

–2.31

.02

Followed

.01

.92

.36

Followers

.23

28.64

.00

Tweets

.04

4.32

.00

Discussion
By conducting a social network analysis with tweets about
Hurricane Irma that were posted during the crisis period, this study
explores patterns of crisis communication and information flow.
Inspired by the opinion leader perspective and the two-step flow
of communication theory (Katz & Lazarsfeld, 1955), as well as the
SMCC model (Jin & Liu, 2010), the study examines the multiple
facets of information influentials and investigates how influentials
impact information flow. It identifies the top 10 influential actors
based on their betweenness centrality and analyzes the impacts of
a user’s social attributes (e.g., followers, following, tweets, favorites) on the user’s bridge influence. The findings suggest that the
crisis information network remains dispersed and information is
largely shared within smaller subgroups.
Numerous studies have examined how message formats impact
the frequency of being retweeted (e.g., Lachlan et al., 2014; Lovejoy
et al., 2012). However, the broad picture of crisis information flow
remains unclear. This study enriches the crisis communication literature by (1) further exploring the bridge influence during the
crisis information dissemination on social media, (2) identifying
the top 10 influentials in a crisis information network, (3) examining the relationship between social media attributes and bridge
influence levels (betweenness centrality), and (4) unpacking crisis
information and dissemination patterns.
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Bridge Influence, Information Flow,
and Crisis Communication
This study returns attention to the original definition of influence
proposed in the argument of opinion leaders and the two-step
flow hypothesis (Katz & Lazarsfeld, 1955; Merton, 1968; Watts &
Dodds, 2007). The existing social-mediated crisis communication
research tends to inconsistently conceptualize and operationalize
influence across studies. For example, some studies assess influence based on the number of followers (Cha et al., 2010; Wu et
al., 2011), while ignoring these actors’ influence over controlling
information flow. Facing this challenge, this study intrinsically
concentrates on the bridge influence that is evaluated based on a
Twitter user’s ability to connect others with the shortest path in the
network: betweenness centrality.
One unique contribution of this study is to use social network
analysis to assess influence, which adds a new approach to opinion leaders and information flow research. Previous research has
utilized various ways to measure influence, such as the number of
followers, frequency of being retweeted, and in-degree links (e.g.,
Cha et al., 2010; Lovejoy et al., 2012; Wu et al., 2011). These measures indeed reflect partial aspects of influence. Nevertheless, the
key features of influence are understudied, that is, the influencer’s
capacity to generate information as the SMCC model (Jin & Liu,
2010) hypothesized and/or to intermediate information flow as
the opinion leaders argument posited (Katz & Lazarsfeld, 1955;
Merton, 1968; Watts & Dodds, 2007). This study pays attention
to the control of information dissemination and evaluates Twitter
users’ influence levels based on betweenness centrality. This study
argues that betweenness centrality reflects a user’s role as an information bridge during the information dissemination process.
Characteristics of Influentials
As opinion leaders in a crisis information network, influential
Twitter users showed the following characteristics: demonstrating
media backgrounds, having a large number of followers, having
posted many tweets, and presenting more connections with other
users (e.g., attracting more links pointing inward from others and/
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or generating more links to reach other users). In this study’s sample, influential Twitter users present the ability to be information
resources and directly control information flow.
This study identifies the top 10 influential users in the information network of Hurricane Irma. The finding suggests that
ordinary citizens with media backgrounds are active on social
media. These social media users have the ability to distribute
information online. Federal official accounts, such as the National
Weather Service, are not as active as some individual accounts,
which echoed previous studies (Lachlan et al., 2014; Lin, Spence,
et al., 2016). Non-elites can be opinion leaders who connect their
community with information. Being media outlets or journalists is
not the premise of being opinion leaders. Presenting media skills,
instead, helps ordinary users become opinion leaders. As shown
in this study’s sample, many top influential Twitter accounts rarely
seek out information (fewer out-degree links), such as President
Trump. However, they are often seen as an information provider.
This finding suggests that social media influentials can directly
generate and spread information as the SMCC model (Jin & Liu,
2010) proposed, a contrast to Katz and Lazarsfeld’s (1955) argument that highlights opinion leaders’ role of intermediating the
flow between mass media and the public. Indeed, this finding
needs to be further examined in the future because this study only
analyzes visible information interactions and does not examine
the content of information.
Social Media Attributes and Bridge Influence
This study also further explains the relationship between a user’s
social media attributes and the user’s bridge influence. During
the process, the study analyzes the multifaceted characteristics of
influence, such as having followers, being knowledgeable, being
seen as experts, and being in a central position to exert influence
(see Dubois & Gaffney, 2014). The study’s findings emphasize the
importance of analyzing opinion leaders’ positions within a network to capture the patterns of information flow.
This study identifies how a Twitter user’s social media attributes predict the user’s bridge influence—the extent to which the
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user can connect to others with the shortest path (betweenness
centrality). According to the mediation analysis results, the number of followers directly impacts bridge influence. It also indirectly
predicts bridge influence through in-degree links that are the
number of links pointing inward and reflect the degree to which
others come to the specific user for information. Both the number of followers and in-degree links predict a user’s central status
in the information network about Hurricane Irma. Contrary to
previous research in which a large number of followers was not
related to successful information dissemination (Cha et al., 2010),
this study finds that when a Twitter user has more followers, the
user is more likely to be seen as an information provider (reflected
by showing more in-degree links). The correlation between followers and in-degree links is positive and the effect size is moderate. Compared to the number of followers, a Twitter user’s ability
to control information flow is more correlated to in-degree links.
The complex findings may suggest that the impact of followers on
a user’s influence levels may not be oversimplified by the number
of followers; instead, the user’s chances of being reached by others
(in-degree links) play a more important role in shaping the user as
an information bridge. If only a few followers came to a user for
information, the user would not exert a considerable influence on
the information flow.
In this study’s data, even though both out-degree links and the
number of following (accounts that a user has followed) impact the
user’s ability to serve as an information bridge, out-degree links do
not mediate the relationship between the number of following and
the betweenness centrality. Moreover, compared to the number of
following, out-degree links explained more variances in the user’s
control of information flow. The correlation between the number
of following and the betweenness centrality is weak. The complex
results indicate that a user’s ability to seek information from other
users essentially predicts the user’s central position in the network.
Consistent with the previous research (Kim, 2017), this study
also shows that the number of following is not associated with
out-degree links. This finding suggests that even if a user has followed many accounts on Twitter, the user does not necessarily
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reach out to look for crisis information (out-degree links). Instead,
previous studies indicate many people tend to use social media
for emotional support and involvement (Austin et al., 2012; Lachlan et al., 2014). Some Twitter users may not treat other accounts
as the primary and credible resource to seek crisis information.
Another possible interpretation is that even if a Twitter user has
followed many accounts, this user does not necessarily read accessible posts. Only if a user actively seeks information on Twitter,
will the user spread information. In addition, Twitter algorithms
may impact the individual user’s access to specific information,
which requires further examination in the future.
To delve into the relationship between Twitter accounts’ social
media attributes and their influence levels, this study includes all
Twitter accounts in the analysis rather than only analyzing the top
10 influentials’ characteristics. This study examines how a user’s
influence in disseminating information is impacted by the number
of the user’s followers, following, tweets, and favorites. The latter
two factors have been largely ignored by previous studies (e.g.,
Kim, 2017; Sadri et al., 2017).
In this study’s sample, the number of followers and the total
number of tweets a user posted positively impact the user’s bridge
influence in the network. In particular, the number of followers
presents the strongest prediction among social media attributes.
Even though the number of favorites that the user has received
is shown to negatively affect a user’s betweenness centrality, this
small effect requires further examination in the future. The findings suggest that when one Twitter user has more followers and
posts more tweets, the user will exert a stronger influence in distributing information. This study suggests that being knowledgeable and having followers are two important features of being an
influential, which partially supports the opinion leader argument
(Dubois & Gaffney, 2014; Katz & Lazarsfeld, 1955). Previous studies have contradictory findings regarding whether the number
of followers shapes a user as an influential (e.g., Cha et al., 2010;
Kim, 2017; Sadri et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2018). The current study
also clarifies the relationship between the number of followers and
being influential in a crisis information network.
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The Crisis Communication and Information Network
Surrounding Hurricane Irma
This study aims to unpack crisis complexity by conducting a social
network analysis with real-time data. The complexity of crises
brings more challenges for crisis managers and public relations
practitioners. The common approaches using limited samples
(e.g., content analysis of tweets, exploring the linear relationship
between tweets’ format and retweets) may have difficulty fully
understanding the chaotic systems of crises. Responding to the
challenge, this study collects large and real-time data with NodeXL
(Smith et al., 2010).
This study suggests that crisis information is largely shared
within some subgroups. The network of crisis communication
surrounding Hurricane Irma remains dispersed. The information
exchange among Twitter users at a broad level remains insufficient
and the communication pattern is mainly one-way. This is consistent with Sadri et al. (2017) while it is contrary to Kim’s (2017)
findings. The possibility of spreading information across the network remains limited by subgroup boundaries. People still have
difficulty with breaking such a boundary. This finding may also
suggest that, to some extent, an individual’s selection of an online
network may match one’s offline network in reality. Hence, individuals still cannot break the network border online as they experience it in real-life. Scholars can further examine such network
boundaries of information dissemination in the future.
The current study’s insights provide implications for theory
building in crisis communication, opinion leader, and information flow research. The knowledge helps crisis management
practitioners achieve the following goals: promptly monitoring
information flow on social media, building effective crisis communication, disseminating accurate information, and reducing
the public’s uncertainties. Identifying the communication and
information flow on social media will assist crisis management
institutions (e.g., National Weather Services, FEMA, and state
governments) to be aware of the public’s concerns and correct
any misinformation in a timely manner. Understanding the characteristics of the information network and influentials can help
crisis management institutions improve their accounts’ visibility
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and better connect to target audiences. Relevant organizations,
officials, and concerned individuals can also learn how to build
bridge influence to disseminate accurate information, which helps
mitigate the public’s uncertainty.

Limitations
As a pilot study exploring crisis communication patterns and
information dissemination, this paper has several limitations. This
study cannot explore the potential impacts of mass media behind
the scenes. For instance, some influential Twitter users may be
exposed to and impacted by mass media, and hence they may not
be an actual “information source.”
Moreover, this study only explores communication patterns
and information dissemination on one social media platform
during the crisis period. It does not examine the information flow
across different crisis stages and on various media platforms. Like
previous research, this study also merely examines the number
of information sources rather than the quality and credibility of
information sources. Researchers can further examine how the
quality of information posted by influential actors impact their
ability to control the information flow.
Finally, this study only includes three edge types: tweets, mentions (retweets are categorized into mentions), and replies. It does
not examine the edge type of “follows” due to the limitation of
data collection. Having the last edge type may provide insights
regarding why some subgroups are formed and why some actors
are isolated in the network. Future research would be needed to
compensate for these limitations.
Future Directions
This study provides some useful insights for future research. First,
as discussed earlier, in this study, non-elites show the ability to
spread information and impact information dissemination. Many
social media influentials can directly guide information flow.
Social media allows ordinary users to be information providers.
Traditional mass media is no longer the only choice for information seekers. Further research is needed to examine the two-step
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flow of communication hypothesis in a social media environment. This study also suspects that the quality and credibility of
information sources may impact individuals’ crisis informationseeking on social media. More empirical studies in this field will
be needed.
Moreover, previous research largely focused on social media
usage during pre-crisis and crisis periods (Lachlan et al., 2014;
Spence et al., 2015). It will be helpful to examine how information disseminates across pre-crisis, crisis, and post-crisis and how
such communication patterns and information flow of each crisis
change across different periods.
Last, whereas crisis communication and public relation studies emphasize the importance of synchronizing crisis information
across channels, few theories explain and guide organizations to
strategically coordinate communication across traditional media,
social media, and interpersonal channels. This gap becomes more
important given that social media is increasingly being used along
with traditional public relations tools. Future research would be
needed to examine information flow across traditional media,
various social media platforms, and interpersonal communication
channels.

Conclusion
For theoretical development, this study sheds light on information
flow, the argument of opinion leaders, and social-mediated crisis communication research. It offers multiple insights for future
research and practice. The current study unpacks the crisis information and dissemination patterns by conducting a social network
analysis. It explores the Twitter users’ bridge influence to identify
the crisis information flow on social media. Moreover, it further
examines how a Twitter user’s social media attributes (followers,
following, tweets, and favorites) impact the user’s position in the
network and the ability to control information dissemination.
This study identifies the top 10 influential actors by calculating
betweenness centrality. The knowledge provides implications for
researchers to further examine the argument of opinion leaders
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(Katz & Lazarsfeld, 1955) in a social media context and refine the
theory development in crisis influence.
This study finds that demonstrating media backgrounds, showing more connections with other users, and having a large number
of followers and tweets will predict one Twitter user’s ability to
control information flow. The current study’s findings also indicate
that crisis information is shared within subgroups and crisis communication remains dispersed. These patterns suggest crisis communication and information exchange are limited by the online
network boundary. Such knowledge will also help guide emergency management practitioners, government officials, and other
authorities to share accurate information and provide immediate
responses on social media.
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When risk or crisis situations occur, organizations find themselves in the position of needing to respond. The means by which
they choose to address these situations has been labeled risk or
crisis communication. Broadly, communication scholars have
identified and assessed the risk and crisis communication used
by organizations to reestablish or improve their image to recover
from crises. Coombs and Holladay (1996) proposed, and Coombs
(2007, 2012, 2013) further developed, a typology (Situational
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Crisis Communication Theory), suggesting that if crisis types
were identified in particular stages, and crisis managers understood the kinds of crisis situations they were experiencing, their
risk and crisis communication could be matched to the crisis type
to enhance effectiveness. Benoit (1997, 2015, 2018) introduced,
and subsequently expanded upon, image restoration/repair as the
means to identify the different ways an entity could frame their
crisis response and assess its effectiveness. Additionally, scholars
have focused on the identification and assessment of particular
risk and crisis communication choices made by organizations in
crisis (e.g., Fearn-Banks, 2016; Seeger & Ulmer, 2002; Sellnow et
al., 2009; Ulmer et al., 2018; Weick, 1993).
As would be expected, responses embodying best practices
(Seeger, 2006) were determined to have helped organizations
effectively manage their risk or crisis situations (Reierson et al.,
2009; Seeger & Ulmer, 2002; Sellnow et al., 2009), while other
research revealed ineffective communication choices resulting
from a reliance on routine procedures, delayed response, or failure
to take ownership, to name a few bad practices (e.g., Cummings,
1992; Farrell, 2015; Johnson, 2003). These and other studies analyzed risk and crisis situations after the fact and lacked a focus
on the tensions that decision-makers within organizations experienced, no matter which communication strategy ultimately was
chosen. This gap in addressing how decision-makers determine
the communication strategies they choose to disseminate, and the
call for “new approaches, theories, and insights about crisis and
risk communication” (Liu, 2019, p. 9), is the focus of the present
study exploring the processes of decision-making as a crisis situation unfolds.
The identification and interaction of tensions or choices for
decision-makers, manifested in strategic messages created in
response to risk or crisis situations, represents a discursive struggle, and is reflected in the prioritization of tensions through content. This discursive struggle reflects the change in prioritization
within the strategic decision-making process that produces the
communication disseminated from an organization as a crisis
evolves. Understanding how decision-makers come to their choice
of strategy is essential because it provides insight into the dynamic
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context of a crisis as it moves from the pre-crisis phase to the
post-crisis phase.
As such, the Tensions of Strategic Communication Decision-Making (TSCD) is introduced as an applied theory describing the way decision-makers experience a risk or crisis situation
and prioritize the competing tensions shaping their strategic communication responses in order to maintain positive relationships
between themselves and their publics. In this essay, the theoretical
origins of TSCD are presented, followed by the tenets and conditions of TSCD. Using the strategic communication responses
of the World Health Organization to the Zika virus, the utility of
TSCD is revealed, followed by discussion and directions for future
research.

Theoretical Grounding
Decision-Making
When a crisis presents itself, organizations and entities are confronted with a set of circumstances and must respond accordingly. The decision-makers in these circumstances can rely upon
communication scholars to provide them with recommendations
about what form of risk and crisis communication they should use
to maximize their mitigation efforts. Reynolds and Seeger (2005)
introduced Crisis Emergency Risk Communication as a model
whereby publics could be educated, behaviors changed, information and warnings made, and publics ultimately would be prepared. Other scholars have offered similar strategies found to be
successful in particular crisis situations (e.g., Avery, 2019; Bakker
et al., 2019; Dowell, 2016; Stern, 2003), and have addressed the
need for organizations to understand the kinds of crises they are
confronting to select the matching persuasive tactics (Gribas et al.,
2018). However, what has been lacking in these studies is a focus
on the dynamics of the decision-making process, particularly what
happens when the crisis changes after the initial communication
strategy has been introduced.
Some argue that a crisis becomes a threat to an organization when its decision-makers have not anticipated the
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situation (Hermann & Dayton, 2009; Stern, 2003). For example, if
decision-makers anticipate a crisis, they will have more time to
engage others and be innovative in their response. If there is no
time, decision-makers will follow their reflexes and reach closure
quickly about how to manage the crisis. What research has suggested is that instead of exploring a range of alternatives, policymakers:
are more likely to focus on one or two options rather than to explore
a range of possible alternatives . . . and are likely to become involved
in a number of credibility traps that limit their effectiveness with the
media and public. (Hermann & Dayton, 2009, p. 238)

There are organizational risks if policymakers fail to consider the
decision-making process before a crisis emerges. Those who do not
consider the dynamic nature of a crisis and the process of determining a range of strategic communication choices are more likely
to be ineffective in maintaining positive relationships (Gribas et
al., 2018). Research shows that decision-makers have strong cognitive biases (e.g., overconfidence, confirmation bias, and reliance
on groupthink) that discourage them from thinking about risk and
crisis situations until they happen (Kaplan & Mikes, 2012). These
decision-makers run the risk of not being able to adjust their communication strategies as the situation changes because they have
not considered their crisis response as a dynamic process (Boin et
al., 2005).
Additionally, research has not explored what happens when
crises change after an initial communication response has been
implemented. Within risk and crisis communication, no theory or explanation identifies the interplay or forces affecting the
decision-making process. Decision theory is closest to what is
occurring within an organization as management and leaders are
“counseling . . . to make the most effective decision” (Fearn-Banks,
2016, p. 19). The focus on identifying the communication strategies considered as best practices has neglected the matter of how
the decision-makers arrived at decisions as they experienced the
stages of the crisis.
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Identification of Tensions
The Tensions of Strategic Communication Decision-Making
(TSCD) evolved from Relational Dialectics Theory (RDT). As
Baxter (1990) described, tensions represent oppositional forces
in an interpersonal relationship (e.g., closedness-openness,
autonomy-connection, predictability-novelty), whose interaction
can enable the individuals involved to maintain the relationship
over time. Baxter and Simon (1993) clarified: “The natural path
for all relationships is one of pressure toward change which results
from the dynamic tensions of simultaneous opposing forces”
(p. 226). Simply put, as the dynamic of a relationship changes,
both parties need to adjust behaviors for relational maintenance.
Regarding the current study, Baxter (2011) broadened the
application of RDT to clarify that discourses include competing
themes within the message. Thus, “objects of analysis are the discourses” (Baxter, 2011, p. 18). This characterization of discursive
struggle and competing discourses suggests that tensions may be
regarded as competing themes to be prioritized within the construction of a crisis message.
In contrast to interpersonal relationships, Mumby (2005)
approached dialectical tensions by identifying the vantage point
of oppositional forces as they appeared in organizational settings.
He based his views on the work of scholars who established conditions by which the tensions and contradictions could be viewed
interactively. As Mumby (2005) clarified: “With its focus on the
indeterminacy of organizational meanings and practices, dialectics refuses a monologic reading that reifies practice as either resistant or dominant” (p. 38).
Mumby (2005) further extended RDT, examining its function
in risk and crisis situations between organizations and their publics.
These external relationships, “intersect in the moment to moment
to produce complex and often contradictory dynamics of control
and resistance” (Mumby, 2005, p. 21) and reflect similar oppositional forces, herein after referred to as tensions. These tensions
manifest themselves when a risk or crisis occurs and present the
decision-makers with a range of choices about how to respond. To
explore these oppositional forces, Littlefield et al. (2012) identified
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seven tensions affecting relationships between organizations and
their publics when confronting risk and crisis situations. Littlefield
and Sellnow (2015) called for further examination of the interaction of these tensions as a discursive struggle, as clarified by Baxter
(2011) in the prioritization of the tensions within the ordering of
the message.
The Use and Interaction of Tensions
on Strategic Communication
In the context of risk and crisis communication, the relationship
between an organization and its publics is maintained through
strategic communication choices. As Seeger (2006) summarized,
best practices are strategic choices found to be consistently helpful in navigating the relationship between organizations and their
publics during risk and crisis events. However, our understanding of these best practices expands by contending that their selection and use does not occur randomly. Rather, such selection is
prompted by the identification and prioritization of tensions that
arise during a risk or crisis. What follows are two propositions
and their undergirding conditions that make up the tenets of the
TSCD.
Proposition 1. Risk and crisis situations prompt dialectical tensions
for decision-makers seeking to prevent or mitigate harm to themselves, their organization, or to their publics.

Existing typologies reflect the model whereby risk and crisis
situations occur, and organizations respond with communication
strategies to mitigate the crisis. As an example, Coombs and Holladay (2002) demonstrated through SCCT that crisis types influence
the selection of particular response strategies used to protect an
organization’s reputation. This view later enabled Coombs (2014),
and other scholars, to determine the effectiveness of strategies,
but offered little insight into how the decision-makers arrived at
the strategies they ultimately used. Similarly, as the dynamics of a
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crisis change, the initial strategy used by an organization may need
modification. The introduction of dialectical tensions into the
model enables the decision-maker to modify an initial response
based upon the prioritization of these tensions.
Condition 1. Dialectical tensions prompted by the risk and crisis
are identifiable, mutually exclusive, interactive, and measurable on
continuums representing oppositional dimensions.

When crises occur, seven identifiable tensions emerge for
decision-makers as they consider their responses (Littlefield
et al., 2012). These tensions are mutually exclusive in that they
utilize specific vocabulary pertaining to their point of focus. For
example, timeliness pertains to the point in a crisis when the
decision-makers weigh when to present information to various
publics. Similarly, tensions are interactive because one tension
may supersede another. It follows that the interaction of timeliness and level of certainty might play out in the case where a CEO
delayed the timing of a press conference due to uncertainty about
information confirming whether the organization was responsible
for the crisis. Finally, the tensions are measurable on continuums
representing oppositional dimensions (e.g., full or partial disclosure of information to little or no disclosure).
Condition 2. Tensions are not inherently prioritized for decisionmakers in risk and crisis situations.

The presence of seven tensions does not prioritize their level
of importance because each risk or crisis is unique. Thus, when
a crisis occurs, all the tensions are present in no apparent order.
Each of the tensions poses a question for the decision-makers that
must be addressed. The nature of the crisis will influence the way
decision-makers choose to prioritize content strategically in the
construction of their messages. The prioritization of tensions constitutes what Baxter (2011) described as “the interplay of competing discourses” (p. 18).
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TABLE 1 Seven Tensions for Strategic Communication Decision-Making
Dialectical
Tension

Continuum
Anchors

Description

Timeliness

Immediate to
Never

Immediate: Messages are
presented to publics upon learning
information.
Never: Messages are not presented
after a period of time.

Amount of
Information

Everything to
Nothing

Everything: Available information is
fully disclosed to publics.
Nothing: Available information is
kept from the publics.

Certainty of
Information

Verified to
Unverified

Verified: Organization expresses
certainty of the information revealed
to the publics.
Unverified: Organization expresses
uncertainty of the information
revealed to the publics.

Interest

Self-interest
to Concern for
Others

Self-interest: Message reflects a
focus on prioritizing the interests of
the organization over the interests
of the publics.
Concern for others: Message reflects
a focus on prioritizing the interests
of the publics over the interests of
the organization.

Control of the
Narrative

Total Control to
No Control

Total Control: Organization
maintains control of the messages/
narratives in the media.
No Control: There are multiple
voices in the media.

Emotional
Connection

Total Connection Total Connection: Messages reflect a
to No Connection level of full sensitivity to the publics.
No Connection: Messages reflect no
level of sensitivity to the publics.

Level of
Responsibility

All to None

All: Organization claims full
responsibility for the crisis.
None: Organization denies
responsibility for the crisis.
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TABLE 2 Audience-Focused Best Practices, Tensions, and Questions to
Consider
Best Practices

Tensions

Questions to Consider

Meeting the needs of the
media
Being accessible

Timeliness

When should the
organization be releasing
information about the crisis
to the media and the public?
How much information
should the organization
reveal to the media and the
public?
How much control of the
crisis response narrative can
the organization maintain
through one or more
spokespeople?

Amount of
information
Control of the
narrative

Accepting uncertainty
and ambiguity
Collaborating and
coordinating with
credible sources

Confidence in
information

How certain is the
organization about the
information to be revealed
to the public?

Hearing and
understanding public’s
concerns
Fostering partnerships

Prioritization of
interest

Whose interest—the
organization’s or the
public’s—should be
prioritized as the crisis is
managed?

Pre-event planning and
preparedness
Viewing risk and crisis
communication as
process

Level of
responsibility

How much responsibility
should the organization take
for causing the crisis?

Hearing and
understanding public’s
concerns
Being candid, open, and
honest with the public

Emotional
connection

How much of an emotional
connection should the
organization maintain with
the public?
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Condition 3. Tensions may cluster and intensify based upon the
complexity of the crisis.

While condition 2 suggests that every crisis prompts the
emergence of tensions for decision-makers, tensions may cluster,
resulting in a discursive struggle for prioritization. For example,
when information about a crisis becomes available, the amount of
information to be presented and who should present the information may prompt prioritization. Later, once the decision-makers
are more certain about the cause of the crisis, the tensions comprising level of responsibility, level of interest, and emotional connection may cluster to reflect the interplay of discourses necessary
to demonstrate the level of concern expressed by the organization
for the publics impacted by a crisis. These clusters may present
themselves at any time during the management of the crisis as
decision-makers navigate their relationship with various publics.
Proposition 2. Strategic communication responses enacted by
organizations are outcomes of the dialectical tensions identified and
prioritized by decision-makers and acted upon by publics in risk
and crisis situations.

As risk and crisis situations occur, decision-makers have the
capacity to frame how their messages are crafted in response to
changing contexts. For example, Benoit’s (2015) image repair
typology provided a means by which messages could be created
in order to frame how they would be received (e.g., mortification,
corrective action). Depending upon the context, decision-makers
make choices, like how Goffman (1974) characterized and prioritized primary and social frameworks.
McCombs and Shaw (1972) labeled this prioritization process for the mass media as “the agenda-setting function” (p. 176).
Through agenda-setting, the media not only provide information (primary framework) for the publics, but also through their
placement of the information (social frameworks), determine its
importance. Similarly, in the context of risk and crisis, decisionmakers have the capacity to frame how their strategic messages
are crafted for publics in response to changing contexts. It is in
response to how publics respond to messages that Perelman and
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Olbrechts-Tyteca (1958/1971) identified the presence of universal
and particular audiences. They suggested that with multiple publics, decision-makers must be conscious about how their messages
may be perceived by all publics to determine their effectiveness.
Condition 4. The perceptions of decision-makers about the prioritization of competing discourses may shift during a crisis resulting in
an interpenetration of tensions reflecting the decision-makers’ use
of the central issue of power (dominant to marginal) to prioritize
message content.

In the pre-crisis phase, strategic decision-makers may respond
with messages to prevent or control a crisis from materializing.
For example, to discourage people from spreading a contagious
virus, public health decision-makers initially may use an interplay
of the Surgeon General (prioritizing the control of the narrative)
providing information (prioritizing the amount of information)
demonstrating certainty about the relationship of wearing a mask
and social distancing to the prevention of spreading the virus (prioritizing the level of certainty). However, once a virus has been
detected within a population, public health officials may marginalize their earlier discourses that emphasized early prevention and
treatment (prioritizing timeliness), suggesting ways to deal with
the effects of the virus (prioritizing the level of interest), and showing sensitivity toward the patients and families of victims of the
virus (prioritizing their emotional connection).
Condition 5. The utilization of the best practices of risk and crisis
communication enhances public perceptions of the strategic communication and the management of the risk and crisis.

Seeger (2006) and others suggested that when organizations
utilize best practices, the affected publics perceive their efforts
more positively (McKnight & Linnenluecke, 2016; Veil et al.,
2020). Thus, decision-makers may respond to the tensions by
choosing, from among the best practices, those that are primarily audience-focused (Littlefield, 2013) (See Table 2). For example,
being accessible to the media and publics is a best practice associated with timeliness, amount of information, and level of certainty.
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Being empathetic and sincere with publics is associated with the
focus of interest and emotional connection.
Condition 6. The relational intent of the decision-makers toward
publics modifies the prioritization of tensions and the implementation of strategic communication choices.

This condition presents itself when risk or crisis decisionmakers initially may have chosen a communication strategy not
well-received by publics. For example, decision-makers may not
have prioritized the importance of controlling the narrative at the
start of the crisis, allowing for the emergence of multiple spokespersons presenting conflicting information. Upon perceiving
the deteriorating support of their position with affected publics,
decision-makers may later prioritize the controlling of the narrative and identify one credible and respected authority to speak on
their behalf.
These propositions and conditions constitute the Tensions of
Strategic Communication Decision-Making (TSCD) and suggest that decision-makers identify particular tensions, prioritize
the tensions within the themes of the discourse based upon the
context of the risk or crisis situation, and respond with strategic
communication choices based upon their prioritization. This strategic communication may represent a broad range of choices, with
effectiveness determined by how well the messages are received
and measured by the publics involved.

Method
To illustrate the descriptive power of TSCD, a case study approach
using a contemporary mega-crisis was identified. Case studies commonly are used when studying risk and crisis situations (Sellnow
et al., 2009). Additionally, Baxter (2011) supported qualitative or
interpretive methods as appropriate to examine “the interplay of
competing discourses” (p. 18) and called on researchers studying
RDT to use “a variety of methods to understand both the culture
and the relational history in which a [text] is embedded” (p. 159).
Some scholars have described mega-crises as large-scale events
or risks that may create significant, ongoing, and even existential
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threats to communities, groups, and organizations (Helsloot et al.,
2012; Yen & Salmon, 2017). The Zika crisis was identified as the
mega-crisis in the present study for several reasons. First, the Zika
virus crossed geographic boundaries (Romero, 2016). In addition, Zika constituted an international public health emergency.
Prior to the Zika virus, it was only the fourth time the WHO had
issued such a warning (previous alerts were for Ebola, Swine Flu,
and Polio), and the first time for a mosquito-borne illness (Vickery, 2016). Finally, the Zika virus represented a threat due to the
absence of immunity in the whole of Latin America and the Caribbean (Duffy & Brasileiro, 2016).
The Case
The selected crisis—the Zika virus and its effect on humans, and
especially pregnant women—provided a backdrop for an illustration of how decision-makers strategically responded in a crisis.
The contextual background for this study was drawn from a LexisNexis search of several hundred newspapers, magazines, and other
online sources, beginning when the virus was first detected in 1947
until February 2016 when a state of crisis was declared in several
Latin American countries, as well as in several parts of the United
States of America. A total of 136 news articles were selected by
removing duplicates and including only those that specifically
included information pertinent to the emerging 2016 Zika virus
on the American continents.
Data Set
The data set included public communication messages designated
as “Disease Outbreak News” by the WHO on its official website, as
the Zika virus was emerging as a major health crisis from October
2015 to February 2016. Baxter (2011) described this type of data
as dialogically expansive because of the multiple themes or discourses interacting within the messages over time. Twenty-four
official reports were collected from the WHO website during this
period, with paragraphs serving as the unit of analysis. The number of paragraphs in each message ranged from two to 16 (M = 6
paragraphs per message).
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Procedures
The 24 WHO messages were ordered chronologically to reveal
the progression of strategic communication responses. The paragraphs in each message were numbered sequentially (1, 2, 3 . . .)
following the agenda-setting technique known as the inverted pyramid style of writing whereby the most important information is
placed first in the news story (Harrower, 2012). Each paragraph
was coded by two researchers to identify the presence and level of
one or more tensions in its content, along with how the content
of each paragraph revealed dialectical tensions associated with
elements of the conditions in Propositions 1 and 2. The coders
found 100% agreement (Neuendorf, 2002) on the identification
of all tensions, with the exception of the level of responsibility. In
that case, the coders initially found 70% agreement. Subsequently,
through discussion of the different levels (e.g., individual, state)
consensus was achieved.
Content was noted by specific descriptors and coded accordingly. For example, if the data specified, “we wanted to get this
information out immediately to the publics,” the data were coded
as prioritizing timeliness. If the data specified, “we are unsure at
this time about the cause of the birth defects of children born of
women who contracted the virus,” the data were coded as marginalizing the level of certainty.
The 136 news articles providing contextual information about
Zika virus were read by the lead researcher multiple times to identify elements associated with the conditions in Proposition 2.
Those articles directly quoting individuals or official spokespersons were identified and their remarks were chosen as exemplars
reflecting public opinion as reported by the media.

Results
Proposition 1. Condition 1
Proposition 1 claims that risk and crisis situations prompt dialectical tensions for decision-makers seeking to prevent or mitigate
harm to themselves or to their publics. To validate this proposition, Condition 1 suggests that dialectical tensions are identifiable,
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mutually exclusive, interactive, and measurable on continuums
representing levels of oppositional dimensions. The data revealed
evidence of the seven tensions in all 24 messages, where they were
found to be mutually exclusive as evident by coder agreement,
interactive by virtue of multiple tensions being identified in one or
more paragraphs, and oppositional.
Timeliness (Immediate to Never)
All 24 messages included the immediacy of timeliness in their first
paragraphs by citing the specific date when WHO identified a case
of Zika virus, with 83.33% of the messages being published within
9 days of the specific date identified in paragraph 1. For example, a
message published on January 27 cited January 23 in paragraph 1
(difference of 4 days) as the date when Zika was detected.
Amount of Information (Everything to None)
Sixteen of the messages included some amount of content in one
or more paragraphs about the Zika virus and/or ways to prevent
exposure, while eight provided no background information (e.g.,
history of the virus, where Zika had been clinically identified) or
mitigation strategies (e.g., what people should wear or do to avoid
contracting the virus).
Certainty of Information (Verified to Unverified)
All 24 messages included indicators of certainty by mentioning
laboratory confirmed or unconfirmed cases of Zika. Nineteen
(70.16%) prioritized laboratory confirmation of Zika in paragraph
1, with an additional 10 messages providing certainty in paragraph
2. Four messages included paragraphs mentioning varying levels of uncertainty related to the Zika virus. For example, “despite
reports of a potential association between Zika virus and microcephaly (e.g., a rare neurological condition where a baby’s head
is much smaller than expected) and other neurological disorders,
a causal relationship between these events has not yet been confirmed” (WHO, 2016a).
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Control of the Narrative (Total Control to No Control)
All 24 messages included paragraphs with WHO pronouncements, protocol, plans, or other authoritative recommendations.
For example, WHO controlled the narrative by being the agency
receiving reports identifying detection of the Zika virus infections.
The use of the phrase, “WHO recommends . . .” in more than half
of the messages demonstrated the control WHO exercised regarding its strategic communication, and it was WHO that reported
what was being done to counter or prevent the effects of Zika virus.
One message referenced another agency—the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC)—as providing the confirmatory
test to identify the presence of the Zika virus.
Level of Responsibility (All to None).
The messages included the identification of those entities who
should be responsible for acting. Three messages prioritized the
WHO as being responsible to oversee the detection and prevention
activities of its member states and to provide technical orientation for appropriate pesticide use. Seventeen messages prioritized
specific country governments (e.g., Brazil, Colombia, El Salvador)
as being responsible to detect, prevent, and help with potential
victims of the Zika virus. One message indicated that pregnant
women were responsible for taking their own preventive action.
Four messages did not place responsibility for action on any entity.
Focus of Interest (Self-Interest to Concern for Others).
In 23 of the messages, the content prioritized the focus of interest
on those other than the decision-maker (WHO). In other words,
the warnings were directed at potential victims of the Zika virus,
particularly “people traveling to high risk areas, especially pregnant women,” young children, and the elderly (WHO, 2016a).
Only one of the messages did not direct the focus of interest to self
or others.
Emotional Connection (Total Connection to No Connection).
In this category, the identification of vulnerable groups, the use of
language choices reflecting cultural sensitivity, and efforts to reach
out to provide support for victims were prioritized in varying
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degrees. Ten of the messages did not provide any mention of these
elements. In fact, no emotional connection was offered in the first
nine messages (October 21 to December 21, 2016) included in
the data set. However, after this initial period, the subsequent 14
messages included varying levels of reference to vulnerable groups
(especially pregnant women, children, and the elderly), areas of
high risk (Central and South America), language sensitivity, and
victim support.
Proposition 1. Condition 2
Condition 2 validates Proposition 1 by suggesting that responses
to tensions are not inherently prioritized for decision-makers in
risk and crisis situations. In the present study, content reflecting
all seven tensions was found in the 24 messages under review.
However, their prioritized placement varied in the messages as the
spread of the virus increased. Specifically, when considering the
content of the dominant discourses prioritized in the first paragraphs of the 24 messages, the following tensions were identified:
Timeliness—100%, level of certainty—79%, level of responsibility—21%, amount of information—8%, and control of the narrative—4%. The discourses marginalized by omission in the first
paragraphs included focus of interest and emotional connection.
In contrast, even as the crisis progressed, the discourses associated with two tensions (control of the narrative—96% and focus of
interest—33%) were marginalized until the last paragraphs of each
of the 24 messages. Finally, the discourse associated with emotional connection consistently was marginalized to the final two
paragraphs in 12 of the messages (50%).
Proposition 1. Condition 3
Condition 3 provides clarification for Proposition 1 by identifying
that tensions cluster and change in priority prompted by the complexity of the crisis. The data revealed the clustering of tensions
at all stages of the crisis under investigation. For example, at the
beginning of the crisis, skepticism about the spread and implications of the Zika virus confronted decision-makers. This prompted
the WHO to prioritize two tensions: getting the message out to
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affected publics (timeliness) and providing verification that the
Zika virus was being clinically detected (certainty). The dominance
of these tensions prompted decision-makers to include up-to-date
and scientifically confirmed content at or near the beginning of all
24 messages in the ongoing discourse of the WHO.
Because the priority for decision-makers was on timing and
certainty, the emphasis on those groups being affected by the virus
was marginalized by omission from the beginning of the messages.
Thus, while the WHO messages always addressed the welfare of
those who had contracted the Zika virus (focus of interest), the
interplay of messages with specific references to vulnerable people
(e.g., pregnant women, children born with microcephaly, people
living in poverty) using culturally-sensitive strategies (emotional
connection) took 2 months of changing contexts to become more
prominent in the messages.
Proposition 2. Condition 4
Proposition 2 describes how the strategic communication responses
enacted by organizations are prioritized by decision-makers and
acted upon by publics in risk and crisis situations. In Condition
4, as the perceptions of decision-makers about the prioritization
of tensions shifted, different strategic communication responses
were enacted. For example, while the prioritization of immediacy
resulted in the maintenance of a consistent communication strategy to get the information out as quickly as possible following the
identification of the Zika virus in a particular area, the discourse
associated with prioritizing the other-serving focus of interest
shifted throughout the crisis.
In the pre-crisis stage, strategic communication responses
were preventive. For example, following the WHO’s prioritization,
pre-crisis messages came in the form of general warnings or suggested prevention strategies: “Public Health Agency of Canada . . .
recommends that pregnant women discuss any travel plans with
their health care providers” (Ubelacker, 2016). Later, when the
crisis grew in scope and people continued to travel to high risk
regions, the messages became more explicit: “These steps include
wearing insect repellent, using air conditioning or window and
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door screens to keep mosquitoes outside, wearing long pants and
long-sleeved shirts when possible, and emptying standing water
inside and outside the home” (“Washington: CDC warns,” 2016).
Regarding the prioritization of information to reveal how the
Zika virus spread, as scientists became more certain, more specific
information was forthcoming and placed earlier in the messages.
For example, the initial transmission of the Zika virus was traced
to the bite of the Aedes aegypti mosquito. This prompted the prioritization of that content in the messages (13 messages included
this content in the first half of the paragraphs) to “reduce the mosquitoes that transmit this disease” (WHO, 2015b). When it was
later detected that Zika could be transmitted through sexual intercourse (WHO, 2016b), content was prioritized to identify methods of birth control (e.g., abstinence, use of condoms).
Proposition 2. Condition 5
Condition 5 explains how Proposition 2 is acted upon by publics
because the utilization of best practices enhances public perceptions of the prioritized strategic communication in risk and crisis
situations. In the present study, the uncertainty associated with
the Zika virus and microcephaly illustrated this relationship. As
the connection between the Zika virus and microcephaly became
more certain, women who were pregnant or were anticipating pregnancy became more anxious, as the following statement demonstrated: “All of the women I see at the hospital or in my office who
are pregnant or wanting to get pregnant are very alarmed, almost
panicky” (“Brazil fears birth defects,” 2016).
The extreme reactions of women prompted decisionmakers to prioritize strategic messages reflecting the best practices of hearing and understanding publics’ concerns (tensions of
emotional connection and prioritization of interest) and accepting
uncertainty and ambiguity (tension of confidence in information).
The WHO prioritized the following specific strategies: “To provide self-efficacy for those at risk or already infected with the Zika
virus” (WHO, 2015d); to address the presence or absence of certainty (WHO, 2015c); and by withholding total certainty about the
link between the Zika virus and microcephaly (Goodhue, 2016).
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By foregrounding content about the confirmation process for
publics, decision-makers enacted the best practice of being candid, open, and honest. Through collaboration and coordination
with the CDC, WHO prioritized content supporting its advisory
warning that travel should be postponed for pregnant women, or
women anticipating pregnancy, due to the risk of a relationship
between the virus and the birth defect. These warnings were heard,
and people’s reactions were those of adherence (Umeha, 2016).
Proposition 2. Condition 6
Proposition 2 is understood further because in Condition 6 the
relational intent of decision-makers with the publics modifies
the interplay of tensions and the prioritization of strategic communication choices. In most cases, relational intent best can be
described as helpful, hurtful, or neutral. Littlefield and Sellnow
(2015) described these intents, suggesting that a neutral intent also
may be hurtful when decision-makers do not respond to the tension of level of responsibility and take some form of action.
In the case of the Zika virus, all of the WHO messages except
one prioritized a response to the tension of level of interest, with
a focus on helping the publics to avoid contracting the virus and
potentially affecting the health of unborn fetuses. In the one message where a neutral intent was coded, WHO identified geographic
areas as the focus of interest, as the virus was “spreading geographically to previously unaffected areas” (WHO, 2016a).
Additionally, as the crisis intensified, the helpful content prioritized by the decision-makers shifted to respond to the potential
health hazards for pregnant women and their unborn fetuses. For
example, when prioritized content described the threat of the Zika
as “virus consisting of mild fever, rash . . . , headaches, arthralgia, myalgia, asthenia, and non-purulent conjunctivitis, occurring three to twelve days after the mosquito vector bite” (WHO,
2015a), the discourses were designed to encourage women to
delay or cancel travel to areas of risk. As more became known
about the possible link between Zika and microcephaly, designing messages that prioritized the strategy of advising women to
avoid pregnancy by abstinence or the use of contraceptives represented a more intrusive approach to controlling the spread of the
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virus. This recommendation to avoid pregnancy was not valued
universally, as it represented what decision-makers in the Catholic
Church characterized as a hurtful intent (Partlow, 2016).

Discussion
The analysis of strategic communication decision-making during
the Zika virus mega-crisis illustrates the utility of TSCD to enhance
our understanding of the processes at work when decisionmakers construct messages reflecting a discursive struggle during
the ongoing phases of a risk or crisis event. The responses of WHO
provided insight into how the crisis context likely influenced the
prioritizing of messages reflecting the competing tensions. This
application of TSCD provides theoretical and practical implications for scholars and risk and crisis decision-makers.
Theoretical Implications
This study fills a void in the literature by providing a clearer focus
on the dynamics of the decision-making process in changing crisis situations after the initial communication strategies have been
implemented. As Ha and Boynton (2014) suggested, the focus of
research has rarely been on those who make the decisions even
though crisis decisions are made by leaders in an environment of
competing messages (Boin et al., 2005). By accounting for the tensions experienced by the decision-makers as they make sense of a
crisis, this study contends that such an analysis reveals more clearly
how organizational leaders prioritize the range of their communication choices when developing messages for different publics. In
addition, a more robust understanding is possible regarding how
strategic choices are made and modified throughout the phases of
a crisis (Hermann & Dayton, 2009).
This unique application of the interpersonal relational dialectics theory to risk and crisis provides for a deeper understanding of how decision-makers must respond to a crisis as a dynamic
event—whereby communication strategies must change as a
result of changing circumstances—and organizations maintain
or rebuild positive relationships with their publics. Through an
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analysis of discursive messages prioritizing responses to prevent
or mitigate a crisis, researchers can account for the prioritization
and interplay of those tensions on changing messages as the crisis
unfolds (Gribas et al., 2018).
The interplay of the competing discourses within messages
and the necessary prioritization of decision-makers as they confront what Baxter (2011) labeled “turning points” or “moments of
change” (p. 154), illustrate the complexity involved in the process
of message creation in a dynamic context of crisis. Essentially, the
changing crisis context prompts changes in the prioritization of
discourses within the messages, just as the changing dynamics in
an interpersonal relationship necessitate oppositional responses to
alter the situation.
While the introduction of competing discourses prompts contradictory responses (Baxter, 2011), this study reinforces the position that competing discourses can be identified through content,
and, thereby through placement, reflect the prioritization of the
decision-maker for the publics. Through this interplay of the competing discourses, Baxter (2011) suggested that meaning is created. By focusing on the prioritization of discourses within risk or
crisis messages, the processes of decision-making may be revealed
more fully.
This study extends the theoretical understanding of decisionmaking by illustrating the dynamic discursive struggle of all seven
tensions within the ongoing risk and crisis messages and the subsequent best practices used by decision-makers in risk or crisis contexts. Accepting Baxter’s (2011) broader characterization—that
competing discourses within a message (e.g., tensions) may be the
objects of analysis—enabled this study to use tensions as representations of discourses prioritized by decision-makers based upon
where content addressing these tensions was placed within the
messages. Particularly, the findings revealed the interactive nature
of the tensions as their prioritization within the messages changed
when the risk or crisis context moved through the crisis phases.
By revealing the discursive struggle reflecting the prioritized tensions within the risk or crisis messages, this study helps scholars to
understand the processes associated with decision-making within
the changing context of a risk or crisis.
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Practical Implications
This study offers several practical implications for risk and crisis
communication scholars and decision-makers. Initially, TSCD
provides a frame of reference for examining and organizing each
of the seven tensions experienced by all decision-makers. In crisis situations, spokespeople such as Public Information Officers
respond because, through communication, they can describe,
interpret, and evaluate what is happening for their stakeholders
and publics (Avery, 2019). Furthermore, understanding these tensions could help emergency managers and others develop crisis
simulations and other drills to help better prepare crisis managers
to communicate well during a crisis. As decision-makers create
their strategic messages, they prioritize their competing discourses
in the message based upon which tensions they perceive to be of
greatest importance to the publics.
By using the continuums associated with each of the tensions, decision-makers prioritize the levels of openness or certainty, the amounts of information to share, and degrees to which
they assumed responsibility, expressed concern, or directed their
focus of interest. In addition, the interplay between the tensions is
observable as the crisis evolves when certain tensions take precedence and are prioritized by the decision-makers in their strategic
messages. By identifying tensions as discursive messages (Baxter,
2011), the TSCD theory provides clues regarding why particular best practices should be used when communicating about the
phases of the crisis as the tensions cluster in different combinations.
Previous research in risk and crisis communication has retrospectively provided researchers and practitioners the opportunity
to identify emerging best practices and to evaluate their effectiveness in preventing, mitigating, or renewing after crisis situations
(e.g., Lachlan et al., 2018; Stewart & Young, 2018; Ulmer et al.,
2018). In contrast, the utility of recognizing the tensions confronting decision-makers prior to the selection of particular best
practices helps scholars to explore new aspects of risk and crisis
communication as the prioritization of tensions shifts during crisis, producing interaction that may or may not make the adoption
of particular best practices an option for future decision-makers.
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Limitations and Directions for Future Research
This TSCD theory is exploratory and not without limitations. In
this study, the identification of tensions of strategic communication decision-making about a mega-crisis came from written messages that were posted by the WHO on their website. While Baxter
(2011) affirmed the study of “contrasting discourses . . . in spoken or written texts” (p. 152), to understand more robustly how
decision-makers experience and prioritize tensions, scholars may
learn more if they extend the parameters of the search, gathering
responses from multiple mediums as a crisis unfolds and working
directly with decision-makers (e.g., interviews, observations, or
surveys).
A second limitation of this study is its single mega-crisis focus.
While helpful in an exploratory way, TSCD’s applicability to a
variety of different crisis contexts simultaneously would add value
and veracity to its legitimacy. For example, the novel coronavirus
COVID-19 in 2020 is a fertile area of study where politics, economics, sociology, education, and family systems offer numerous
inter-related contexts whereby the prioritization and interplay of
tensions could reveal a range of effective and ineffective communication strategies used by decision-makers in an attempt to retain or
rebuild relationships with multiple publics. Similarly, TSCD could
be used to analyze ongoing crises involving food safety, environmental security, domestic acts of violence, mass shootings, and
many other social issues. The next step for researchers is to find
ways to test the propositions and conditions, thereby confirming
or disproving TSCD’s theoretical assumptions.
Finally, the impact of the cultural context in a crisis on publics responsiveness to strategic communication choices requires
more robust examination. As such, within every crisis are cultural
variables affecting the relationship between the decision-makers
and their publics. How the decision-makers choose to strategically
communicate with their publics in times of crisis will influence
how their messages are received (Littlefield, 2013).
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Conclusion
This exploratory study introduced an applied theory describing
the processes associated with message creation by decision-makers
in risk and crisis situations; identifying how the tensions present
themselves, how they influence the prioritization of strategic communication responses, and how their interaction with best practices is affected by the context in which they are introduced. By
being attentive to these inherent tensions, scholars and observers
may better understand how their responses to manage complex
and challenging risk and crisis situations may be more strategically
utilized in the future.
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Scholars have examined the ways organizations practice post-crisis communication
strategies, including deny, diminish, and rebuild. The current study explores the extent
to which a stakeholder-formed organization utilizes post-crisis discourse of renewal
to rebuild, recover, and renew the Catholic Church after allegations of sexual abuse of
minors publicly surfaced in the United States. Open-ended semi-structured interviews
with founders and executive committee members of Leadership Roundtable revealed
stakeholders practiced discourse of renewal to help the Catholic Church, an offending
organization, recover from a crisis. This study also assessed the extent to which God
and religion motivated stakeholders’ responses. Results suggest religion is a critical
motivating factor in stakeholders’ responses to a crisis.

No organization is exempt from experiencing a crisis. Accidental,
intentional, and victim crises occur regardless of the organization’s purpose, size, or preparedness (Coombs, 2007). Religious
organizations and institutions are no exception (Barth, 2010).
The Catholic Church has experienced a number of crises from
sexual abuse (Barth, 2010), abuse of power (Keenan, 2012) to
mismanagement of funds (Kirchgaessner, 2015). One crisis in
particular, the revelation of sexual abuse of minors at the hands
of the Church’s clergy, has received exceptional attention from
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journalists and scholars alike (Barth, 2010; Boys, 2009; Dokecki,
2004; Donnelly & Inglis, 2010; Maier, 2005). Despite the decades in
which this crisis has unfolded and continually occurred, research
on crises within religious organizations is limited.
The Crisis Communication Problem
There are three crisis communication problems regarding research
on the Catholic sexual abuse crisis and crisis communication
within religious organizations overall. First, crisis communication
scholars have mainly focused on the Catholic Church’s response
to the crisis, as opposed to stakeholders’ responses (e.g., parishioners) (Barth, 2010; Maier, 2005). Several scholars have taken steps
to shift the focus of public relations practice and theorizing from
organizations to stakeholders (cf. Yang & Taylor, 2014), but this
has not yet reached research on religious crises or religious institutions and organizations (Boys, 2009). Second, crisis communication scholars have not considered the extent to which religion
or belief in a deity, like God, can impact the crisis response and
post-crisis reputation (Spaulding, 2018; Tilson & Venkateswaran,
2006). Ignoring or minimizing the influence of God or religion
from research on religious organizations results in an incomplete
understanding of the phenomenon at hand. Lastly, there is a primary limitation that unnecessarily restricts the ways in which
discourse of renewal, the post-crisis communication framework
utilized in the current study, can be studied or applied during a
crisis.
Many scholars study discourse of renewal as a post-crisis
communication activity that only the offending organization can
utilize when communicating with their stakeholders (Seeger &
Ulmer, 2002; Ulmer & Sellnow, 2002; Xu, 2018). Such approach
to studying discourse of renewal excludes stakeholders and stakeholder-formed organizations. In this context, stakeholder-formed
organizations are non-profit organizations, activist groups, or
other groups that are created by stakeholders of the offending
organization as a response to a crisis (Agné et al., 2015; Boys,
2009). Excluding stakeholders and their post-crisis communication efforts constrains the field’s understanding of who can
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practice public relations, how non-offending organizations or
groups can practice public relations, and what public relations is.
Furthermore, a crisis is defined as a negative event that “threatens
important expectancies of stakeholders and can impact an organization’s performance” (Coombs, 2009, p. 99). Thus, understanding stakeholders’ threatened expectations, stakeholders’ responses
to the negative event, and stakeholders’ responses to threatened
beliefs is pertinent in order to understand the magnitude of the
crisis and harm caused to the organization’s reputation and stakeholders themselves. Thus, the broad purpose of this research is to
explore if, how, and why stakeholders can adopt a post-crisis discourse of renewal following the sexual abuse crisis from the Catholic Church.
Purpose of Research
The purpose of this research is to further public relations and crisis communication theory development in three ways. First, this
study will analyze stakeholders’ perspectives of the crisis, and
assesses the actions specific stakeholders took following a global
revelation about the crisis. The specific stakeholders are founders and past and present executive board members of Leadership
Roundtable, a non-profit organization. The current study categorizes Leadership Roundtable as a stakeholder-formed organization
because the organization was formed after the Boston Globe article
was published and leadership within the organization strategically
consists of stakeholders to the Catholic Church (e.g., parishioners,
donors, volunteers). Second, this study considers the extent to
which an abstract entity (e.g., God) or unifying issue (e.g., religion) can influence stakeholders’ response to and perception of
the crisis. Third, this study will also expand on how discourse of
renewal is applied and studied. Traditionally, discourse of renewal
is examined by analyzing the offending organization’s adoption of
rhetoric that focuses on ownership of the crisis, a commitment
to rebuild, and the crisis as an opportunity for renewal (Seeger &
Ulmer, 2002). This research will view the potential for stakeholders to utilize discourse of renewal.
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Crisis: Abuse of Minors within the Catholic Church
The abuse of young men and women at the hands of Catholic leaders is a global problem. The issue first came to light in the media in
the 1980s, despite the abuse itself taking place as early as the 1950s
(Catholic Church Child Sexual Abuse Scandal, 2019). Through
the years, news media reported on isolated occurrences throughout Central and South America, Europe, and Australia. However,
media coverage of the crisis escalated to a global platform in 2002
when the Boston Globe newspaper published an article detailing years of widespread abuse, lack of punishment, and lack of
accountability within the Catholic Church (Robinson, 2002). As
a result, the Catholic Church began responding to claims and acting by creating Church-commissioned reports and committees
(Catholic Church Child Sexual Abuse Scandal, 2019).
The outrage that followed the Boston Globe’s revelations focused
on the abuse itself, on the lack of punishment of pedophilic Catholic leaders on behalf of the Church, and on communication following the revelations (Barth, 2010). For instance, the Church was
criticized for turning inward and relying on bureaucracy when
they should have paired a reliance on bureaucracy with “personal
involvement,” empathy, and rational personal judgment (Barth,
2010, p. 785). This reliance on bureaucracy meant that pedophilic
Catholic leaders were allowed to lead parishioners again after
receiving “treatment” for pedophilia, something scientists now
know is not “curable” (Barth, 2010, p. 785). Despite the creation
of charters, Church-commissioned reports, and the introduction
of multiple new Church-led programs and practices, scholars and,
the public agree that the Church has consistently mishandled and
botched the post-crisis communication (Barth, 2010).
Contrary to the approach other crisis communication research
has taken, this study does not focus on the offending organization’s
crisis response. Instead, this study examines stakeholders’ perspectives and responses to the crisis. A stakeholder-centered approach
is critical to theory development because public relations does not
only function to benefit organizations.
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Discourse of Renewal
Discourse of renewal is a post-crisis communication framework in
which offending organizations engage in a “discourse of renewal
. . . [which] focuses on the future, how previous limitations can be
overcome and what new opportunities can be explored” (Seeger
& Ulmer, 2002, p. 137). In other words, the post-crisis dialogue
centers on renewal, change, reassurance, and optimism regarding
the future (Fuller et al., 2019). Research suggests that the focus
on “renewal” and the future is driven by the personal values and
ethics of the organization’s leaders (Fuller et al., 2019; Seeger &
Ulmer, 2002). Discourse of renewal serves as a direct contrast to
apologia, a defense-based approach where organizations either
deny the crisis, claim they are not responsible for the crisis, attempt
to reduce the severity of the crisis, offer compensation, offer corrective action, or display mortification (Manzie, 2018; Seeger &
Ulmer, 2002). To practice post-crisis discourse of renewal, organizations “connect with [their] core values ‘to reconnect the past
to the present, to rediscover the old in the new’” (Hurst, 1995,
p. 3; Seeger & Ulmer, 2002, p. 127). This involves reiterating a commitment to stakeholders, to rebuild, and to organizational renewal
(Thompson et al., 2017).
Themes and Strategies within Discourse of Renewal
The first theme discourse of renewal research centers on is a commitment to stakeholders. Scholars explain that the commitment
to stakeholders focuses on a commitment to transparency with
stakeholders, of financially or physically caring for stakeholders,
developing relationships with them, and their general well-being
(Seeger & Ulmer, 2002). In practice, a commitment to stakeholders can look different depending on the crisis and organization.
For instance, Ulmer and Sellnow (2002) detailed that after the
9/11 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center, New York City
police officers and firefighters communicated a commitment to
stakeholders by continually reminding stakeholders that they
will give their lives to save others. On the other hand, Seeger and
Ulmer (2002) explained that two other organizations at the center
of a different crisis communicated a commitment to stakeholders
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by promising to pay employee salaries while the organization
embarked on a 2-year construction process.
The second theme highlighted in discourse of renewal research
is a commitment to rebuild. A commitment to rebuild is typically
associated with rebuilding a physical structure. For example, the
offending organization communicated a commitment to rebuilding facilities that burned down in Seeger and Ulmer’s (2002) study.
To build upon Seeger and Ulmer’s conceptualization of discourse
of renewal, the current study posits that a commitment to rebuild
can be communicated for non-physical structures like programs,
laws, safety features, and trust. For instance, an organization can
communicate a commitment to rebuilding trust in an organization, rebuilding lives that were destroyed by sexual abuse, or
rebuilding policies that failed to protect vulnerable stakeholders.
The last theme researchers associate with discourse of renewal
is a commitment to renewal. A commitment to renewal emphasizes
dedication and devotion in renewing the organization’s productivity, design, programs, purpose, and values. For instance, in Seeger
and Ulmer’s (2002) research, the offending organization communicated a commitment to renewal by focusing on an improved
facility design and by emphasizing the placement of stakeholders
and their immediate community at the core of their organization.
This was mirrored in Ulmer and Sellnow’s (2002) results, which
suggest that American political leaders and businesses communicated a commitment to renewal by reinforcing core values such
as “patriotism and independence . . . and determination” after the
9/11 terrorist attacks (p. 364).
In addition to the three themes, scholars posit that organizations employ five communication strategies when utilizing discourse of renewal (Ulmer, Seeger, & Sellnow, 2007; Xu, 2018).
First, post-crisis communication must consist of a natural and
immediate response, as opposed to a calculated response aimed
at shifting blame or protecting the organization from further reputational damage (Ulmer, Seeger, & Sellnow, 2007). The second
strategy includes prospective communication, and the third strategy focuses on optimistic communication regarding future opportunities as a result of the crisis (Ulmer, Seeger, & Sellnow, 2007).
The final two strategies within this framework include (4) ethical
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communication (5) from a leader within the organization (Seeger
& Griffin Padgett, 2010; Xu, 2018).
Limitations in the Current Conceptualization
There are important limitations in the current application and
study of discourse of renewal. Namely, scholars have excluded the
ways stakeholders can practice discourse of renewal and instead
focus on the application of this post-crisis communication strategy from the offending organization. Second, there is limited
research on what can be rebuilt for the second theme in discourse
of renewal. Researchers have focused on rebuilding physical structures (Seeger & Ulmer, 2002), however the current study posits
that this theme can be applied to non-physical structures, like an
organization’s image (Thompson et al., 2017), stakeholder confidence in the organization (Ulmer & Sellnow, 2002), trust, policies, training programs, and more. Lastly, scholars have restricted
the utilization of one strategy in post-crisis discourse of renewal.
The last strategy focuses on communication from a leader within
the offending organization (Xu, 2018). The current study posits
that the communication can come from a leader outside of the
offending organization, including a victim of the crisis, a leader
of a stakeholder-formed organization, or a leader within a related
industry. The current study aims to build upon previous research
and further scholarship on discourse of renewal by addressing
each of these limitations.
Leadership Roundtable
Before discussing previous research on the Catholic sexual abuse
crisis specifically, it is imperative to identify and describe the
stakeholder-formed organization that is central to this study.
Leadership Roundtable is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization
that educates and promotes “best practices and accountability in
the management, finances, communication, and human resource
development of the Catholic Church” (leadershiproundtable.
org, n.d.). The organization was officially formed in 2005 after a
3-day gathering in 2004 that joined industry leaders working in
for-profit and non-profit organizations within the U.S. More on
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the inspiration behind the gathering and creation of Leadership
Roundtable is presented in the results section.
To clarify, Leadership Roundtable is a separate and independent organization from the Catholic Church. While a small portion of current executive members are religious leaders within the
Catholic Church, there are a number of distinguishing features
unique to Leadership Roundtable’s bylaws and governance that
preserves its independence from the Catholic Church.1 Furthermore, according to interviews with the founder of Leadership
Roundtable, the Catholic Church was originally not receptive to
Leadership Roundtable’s services or resources in the early years of
Leadership Roundtable’s existence.
Currently, Leadership Roundtable consists of leaders in business, finance, academia, philanthropy, and non-profit organizations. Leaders within Leadership Roundtable (e.g., executive
committee members) are devout and life-long Catholics who have
volunteered or served in their respective parishes. At its core, Leadership Roundtable offers consultancy services to archdioceses,
dioceses, parishes, and other Catholic communities and organizations within the U.S. regarding best practices in human resources,
finances and other managerial operations. Therefore, individuals
1. According to Kerry Alys Robinson, a participant in this study, “the Catholic Church,
in the U.S. alone, is comprised of 197 dioceses, 17,000 parishes, and countless schools,
hospitals, and charities and each of these has a separate governance structure. Having
said that, many Catholic nonprofits have a bishop on their board or have sought to be
recognized as an official Catholic entity in order to be listed in the Official Catholic
Directory which can help them to receive grant funding from Catholic foundations, for
example. Leadership Roundtable was set up intentionally as an independent entity, with
no bishop on its board, with no governance structure that would require it to seek permission or approval from the bishops in the U.S. or in Rome and with no listing in the
Official Catholic Directory. [Leadership Roundtable is] independent entirely from the
United States Conference of Catholic Bishops which is why we are able to present ourselves as an independent, nimble, effective partner to the bishops. One of the ways we
have earned [the Church’s] trust and confidence even while being outside of their control
is by not wading into doctrinal matters but focusing solely on what we do best: problem
solve, introduce best practices, strengthen management, finance, communications and
human resources, to allow for the Church’s mission to flourish unencumbered. Having
a nun or a priest or even a layperson on our board who happens to work for another
Catholic organization in no way detracts from our independence. And yet it strengthens
our mission. It should also be noted that board members are not paid for their service
on our board.”
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who utilize Leadership Roundtable’s services and resources are
formally tied to the Catholic Church or other Catholic organizations.
The current study focuses on Leadership Roundtable specifically because of their unique organizational purpose. Other stakeholder-formed organizations like Don’t Be Afraid Foundation,
Healing Voices, Voice of the Faithful, and Survivors Network of
those Abused by Priests primarily aim to help survivors of sexual
abuse. Leadership Roundtable strategically does not provide any
resources, training, or aid for survivors of sexual abuse. Instead,
Leadership Roundtable’s goal is to assist the Catholic Church and
Catholic organizations in implementing best practices in human
resources, accounting, management, and other business-related
functions. Founders posit that the crisis occurred as a result of
immoral and unethical behavior, and a breakdown in industry
best practices. Leadership Roundtable presents a unique case, one
that deserves further scrutiny, to which can inform public relations theory and our collective understanding post-crisis communication and crises within religious organizations.
Post-Crisis Communication and the Catholic
Sexual Abuse Crisis
Public relations scholars who study religious organizations, and
specifically crises within the Catholic Church, have approached
the area in many ways. However, scholars have reached a similar conclusion, namely that the Catholic Church mismanaged the
post-crisis communication, which resulted in additional unnecessary pain and suffering. For instance, Maier (2005) discussed their
personal experience working for the Catholic Church and applied
theory of publics to their research in order to organize a list of conclusions regarding the Church’s response (cf. p. 223). Ultimately,
Maier (2005) argued for the importance of engaging in dialogue
with publics before, during, and after a crisis, and concluded that
an organization can recover from a crisis by establishing relationships characterized by openness, attentiveness, and responsiveness. These conclusions regarding relationship development
in post-crisis plans are pertinent to our collective understanding
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of crisis recovery. Barth (2010) proposed similar steps as Maier
(2005), like building community and relationships, in their conceptual paper. However, Barth (2010) focused on the Church’s
response and examined the sexual abuse crisis through the lens
of crisis management theory. Barth (2010) outlined several reasons as to why the Church failed in their crisis communication
efforts and noted that the Church “lost sight of their primary mission: the spiritual care and general welfare of the members of the
Church” (p. 784). Importantly, Barth acknowledged the impact of
religion and God in the crisis and crisis response strategy, which is
an important step toward a holistic approach.
On the other hand, Boys (2009) examined post-crisis communication from the Church and from specific stakeholders. To
do this, Boys (2009) analyzed messages from the Church and
two stakeholder-formed organizations: Voices of the Faithful
and Survivors Network of those Abused by Priests. Results from
their examination suggest that each organization “employed different types of crisis communication in hopes of meeting different crisis outcomes” (p. 305). For instance, Boys (2009) described
the ways in which the Survivors Network organization critically
approached crisis communication with the ultimate goal of ending
sexual abuse by Catholic clergy, whereas the Voices of the Faithful
organization utilized a “responsive orientation to seek legitimacy
and influence” (p. 305).
While public relations research on the Catholic Church sexual
abuse crisis is increasing, current research has notable limitations.
For instance, Maier (2005) did not consider the unique context
in which relationships occur between stakeholders and a religious institution, nor the religion that binds these parties together.
Overlooking the influence of religion and God in a religious crisis
constrains our understanding of crisis recovery. For example, does
the stakeholder’s relationship with God remain stable, improve, or
suffer when the Catholic Church’s reputation is damaged by a crisis? On the other hand, Barth (2010) only examined the Church’s
post-crisis communication while overlooking stakeholder’s perspectives of and responses to the crisis. This approach limits our
understanding of the threatened expectancies of stakeholders
(Coombs, 2009). Lastly, Boys (2009) analyzed press releases from
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stakeholder-formed organizations as opposed to interviewing or
surveying the stakeholders. While Boys’s approach is important
and necessary, it also means that to date, there is little research
conducted analyzing stakeholders’ personal accounts of the crisis
and aftermath.
The current study will address these limitations in order to
further our understanding of stakeholders’ responses to religious crises, discourse of renewal, and the impact of God and
religion. Understanding and exploring stakeholder perspectives,
approaches, reasons, and beliefs regarding the crisis communication, crisis management, and unifying entity is pertinent in order
to take a holistic approach to crisis communication and public
relations theorizing on religious organizations. To do this, the
author entered the field with two broad questions in mind; however, a third question quickly emerged during data collection:
RQ1: What post-crisis communication strategy did Leadership
Roundtable utilize, and what drove that approach?
RQ2: To what extent can a stakeholder-formed organization practice discourse of renewal for the offending organization?
RQ3: To what extent does an abstract entity, like God, or unifying
issue, like religion, impact the selection of a post-crisis communication strategy?

Method
To explore if, how, and why religious stakeholders employ discourse of renewal, as well as the role of religion and God in a
post-crisis communication approach, the author interviewed
11 past and current leaders and members within Leadership
Roundtable. Participants include current and past chief executive officers of Leadership Roundtable, the original organizer of
the 2004 three-day gathering, multiple past and present executive
committee members, the founding executive director, the current
global ambassador of Leadership Roundtable, as well as participants who utilize Leadership Roundtable’s resources. Each participant is a devout Catholic with multiple decades of belief and
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experience with the religion. As a result, each participant has a
unique history with the Catholic Church. For example, Kerry Alys
Robinson (founding executive director and current global ambassador of Leadership Roundtable) held the position of Director of
Development at Saint Thomas More Catholic Chapel & Center at
Yale University from 1997 to 2006, while other participants like
James Dubik, PhD, retired Lieutenant General in the U.S. Army
(executive board member), is a parishioner who has not participated in any formal paid work for or with the Catholic Church.2
While the number of participants may appear small, this
approach mirrors previous research on discourse of renewal (Seeger & Ulmer, 2002; Thompson et al., 2017; Wastell et al., 2007) and
was necessary given the study’s purpose and the type of insider historical information that is needed in order to answer the questions
posed (Merriam, 2009). For example, Seeger and Ulmer (2002)
interviewed two CEO’s along with an undisclosed number of “staff
and . . . members of the community” (p. 131). Interviews were
conducted in person during the Engaging, Equipping, and Energizing Catholic Leaders for the Joy of the Gospel conference and over
the phone. Data collection lasted from June 2017 to November
2017. Interviews lasted on average 41 minutes, with the longest
lasting 56 minutes and the shortest lasting 28 minutes. Each interview was audio recorded and after transcribing the interviews, the
transcripts exceeded 110 pages.
To analyze the data, the researcher utilized the Straussian
grounded theory approach to qualitative data analysis (HowardPayne, 2016). The Straussian approach includes systematic procedures like open, axial, and selective coding (Strauss & Corbin,
1998). Importantly, within the Straussian grounded theory
approach, researchers browse existing research before entering the
field, and enter the field with a question in mind (Howard-Payne,
2016; Strauss & Corbin, 1998). Therefore, the researcher entered
the field with general knowledge of various crisis communication strategies and the general question of, “What post-crisis
2. Dubik’s volunteer service to the Catholic Church includes serving as an altar server in
grade and high school, lector in college and as an adult, a guitarist in choirs, and taught
children the Confraternity of Christian Doctrine for 2 years.
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communication strategy did Leadership Roundtable utilize, and
what drove that approach?”
Because of the researcher’s general knowledge of various crisis communication strategies, it became apparent during data collection that Leadership Roundtable utilized discourse of renewal.
Therefore, after identifying the post-crisis communication strategy Leadership Roundtable utilized and factors that drove their
approach during data collection, it became important to also
answer the question of, “To what extent can a stakeholder-formed
organization practice discourse of renewal for the offending organization?” Additionally, to examine the ways in which religion and
God impacts stakeholders’ post-crisis actions, the final question
emerged as “To what extent does an abstract entity, like God, or
unifying issue, like religion, impact the selection of a post-crisis
communication strategy?” The results section will address each of
the three broad questions posed.
To answer the last two questions, which focus on stakeholderformed organizations practicing discourse of renewal and the
influence of God and religion, the researcher continued to utilize the Straussian grounded theory approach to data analysis by
employing open, axial, and selective coding. During this process,
over 50 open codes were categorized into axial codes, which were
then organized into selective codes that informed the results of this
research (see Table 1). Importantly, theory was incorporated into
the data analysis process, which is atypical in Glaser’s grounded
theory approach to data analysis (Glaser & Strauss, 1967), but
acceptable according to the Straussian grounded theory approach
to data analysis (Howard-Payne, 2016).
TABLE 1

Open Codes

Connections by relationships

LR testimonials

Connections by enlightenment*

LR future goals

Connections by proximity

LR goals achieved*

Connections work—local

“New focus”*

Connections work—national

“What could we bring to the
Church?”
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Connections personal

Interactive media

Connections church—local

Interactive conversations

Connections—informal advising

Church involving laity

Forming relationships in community

Church excluding laity

Forming relationships across U.S.

Church response to LR—positive

Forming international relationships

Church response to LR—negative

Inspiration—religious—God/Holy
Spirit

Emotions—before crisis (BG article)

Inspiration—religious—personal

Emotions—after crisis (BG article)

Inspiration—religious—Bible*

Church critique

Inspiration—religious—network

Questioning activism*

Inspiration—industry

Personality description—nonreligious

Inspiration—feminist*

Personal history

Internal processes—non-profit orgs

Response to crisis—personal

Internal processes—for-profit orgs

Interpretation of Church response

Internal processes—army*

Actions—before crisis (BG article)

Professional history—story

Actions—after crisis (BG article)

Professional history—background

Religious history—story

Management experience

Religious history—background

Active industry leader

Response to crisis—religious

Laity in positions of authority

“Responding when asked”—God/
Holy Spirit

Laity leadership

Personality description—religious*

“Responding when asked”—
professional

“Humans are flawed”/“Humans make
errors”

Response to crisis—professional

Bible—quote, verse, story*

LR services

Feminism*

LR success

“Women in Church”—personal
stories*

LR history

Internal processes—Catholic church

LR origin
Note. An asterisk (*) indicates that 1–2 participants aligned with this code. Codes
without an asterisk indicate a majority of participants aligned with the code.
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Results
Leadership Roundtable employed, and continues to employ,
post-crisis discourse of renewal for crises regarding the Catholic
Church. Through interviews with founders and executive committee members, it became evident early on during the data collection and analysis process that Leadership Roundtable practiced
discourse of renewal. Leadership Roundtable did this by communicating a commitment to three different stakeholder groups,
a commitment to rebuilding trust and ethical operations within
Catholic dioceses and parishes, a commitment to renewal regarding the Catholic Church’s values, purpose, and ethics, and by utilizing all discourse of renewal strategies (Ulmer, Seeger, & Sellnow,
2007; Xu, 2018).
Commitment to Stakeholders
Like many organizations included in studies on discourse of
renewal, Leadership Roundtable has various stakeholders they
need to communicate with after a crisis occurred (Seeger & Ulmer,
2002; Ulmer, Seeger, & Sellnow, 2007; Ulmer & Sellnow, 2002).
However, unlike other organizations, Leadership Roundtable was
not the offending organization. Indeed, Leadership Roundtable
was formulated after the crisis occurred, yet Leadership Roundtable
communicated a commitment to the following stakeholder groups:
the Catholic Church (the international institution), Catholic leaders in the U.S., and believers of the Catholic faith.
Commitment to the Catholic Church (Institution)
The interview data reveal that while participants are personally stakeholders to the Catholic Church (e.g., laity), Leadership
Roundtable as an organization utilized discourse of renewal to
communicate a commitment to the Catholic Church as a stakeholder of the Leadership Roundtable organization. Meaning,
Leadership Roundtable aimed to help the Catholic Church as an
institution recover from the crisis with strategic objectives, goals,
and tactics. This commitment was communicated in multiple
ways, but is most apparent in the first few years of Leadership
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Roundtable and in the current purpose and function of the organization.
During the first few years of Leadership Roundtable’s existence, participants in the organization aimed to strategically support the Catholic Church through members’ expertise in business
and communication practices. Leadership Roundtable’s Founding
Executive Director and current global ambassador, Kerry Alys
Robinson, described the purpose succinctly:
[Leadership Roundtable] came into existence because in examining
how we could be part of the solution, how we could help affect healing and reconciliation in our faith family, the Church, we wanted
to bring underutilized expertise, skills, perspective, and a way of
serving the Church. We wanted to remind the Church that there’s
managerial excellence, experience, financial acumen, and cogent
analysis that Catholic laity are willing to provide Church leaders for
free to strengthen the Church.

In other words, Leadership Roundtable utilized an under-utilized
resource: the professional experience and expertise of believers
of the Catholic faith. Research participants, including Robinson
and Geoff Boisi, Founding Chair of Leadership Roundtable and
current Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Roundtable
Investments, explained that Leadership Roundtable was not created to directly help with the sexual abuse crisis. Data reveal that
leaders expressed discomfort in providing advice and guidance
on an issue that they were not trained in or experts in, like sexual abuse. Instead, Leadership Roundtable was created to assist in
alleviating problems that led to the sexual abuse crisis, like poor
hiring practices, unethical leadership, lack of transparency, and
communication. Their hope was that excellent training from current industry professionals would decrease the potential and possibility of a similar crisis from occurring. For example, with better
training and improved policies, pedophiliac individuals would
be removed from positions of authority and distanced from vulnerable stakeholders, as opposed to maintaining their position of
power and shuffled from parish to parish.
To communicate a commitment to the Catholic Church,
founding members sought advice and guidance from devout Catholics who are leaders within their various industries. According to
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Boisi, the very first meeting of Leadership Roundtable consisted of
70 “lay folks . . . who had expertise in the different functional areas
including governance, management, human resource . . . financial resource development and accountability . . . and communications.” During these initial meetings, attendees created a list of
recommendations they or others wanted to provide to the Church.
The list of recommendations focused on the ways in which industry leaders can assist or support the Church in alleviating current
problems, preventing future ones, and training Church leaders to
identify and resolve issues independently. Also included in the list
of recommendations were methods and strategies to improve crisis
communication. In the years that followed, as a result of increased
trust between the Church and Leadership Roundtable, Leadership
Roundtable went beyond communicating a commitment and ultimately worked with the Catholic Church to implement these recommendations and train Catholic leaders.
Commitment to Catholic Leaders within Dioceses, Parishes,
and Other Organizations
To communicate their commitment to Catholic leaders within
dioceses, parishes, and other Catholic organizations, Leadership
Roundtable implemented a three-step plan. First, the stakeholderformed organization sought to understand the specific problems
individual dioceses, parishes, and Catholic organizations faced
in the U.S. Then, they identified any regional or national trends.
Lastly, Leadership Roundtable created training programs, educational materials, and sample policies and gave these resources to
Catholic leaders. The goal is for Catholic leaders to adopt and then
implement these new programs, materials, and policies within
their parishes and organizations.
Following many nationwide surveys and discussions with
Catholic leaders and laity, Leadership Roundtable created programs, policies, and educational materials to help Catholic leaders
govern, lead, and manage their parishes, dioceses, and organizations. For instance, Leadership Roundtable created a Catholic Standards for Excellence program, which is comprised of 55
“best church management practices” (leadershiproundtable.org,
n.d.). To educate Catholic leaders on the program, Leadership
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Roundtable offers consultant training so that Catholic leaders can
fully immerse themselves in the 55 recommended practices, and
then assist in implementing the practices throughout their organizations and parishes.
Importantly, in addition to offering training on best practices
in management, human resources, communication, finances, and
more, Leadership Roundtable also partnered with other Catholicbased organizations (e.g., dioceses and seminaries) to compile a
“Toolbox for Pastoral Management” for Catholic leaders. Within
the toolbox, senior-level pastors and lay leaders provide advice
and guidance on the business side of Church management (e.g.,
fundraising, leadership development, communication, human
resources, finances) and also on the religious side of Church management (e.g., pastoral planning, volunteer management).
Commitment to Believers of the Catholic Faith
One of the fundamental stakeholder groups Leadership
Roundtable communicated a commitment to are believers of the
Catholic faith. Leaders of the organization explained that helping the Church recover and renew their programs, purpose, and
values is simultaneously helping Catholic believers and laity. For
instance, when the Church experiences mistrust or a damaging
reputation as a result of a crisis, believers of the Catholic faith
also suffer the consequences of the Church’s crisis. To communicate their commitment to believers of the faith, the leaders within
Leadership Roundtable considered lay people’s perspectives, opinions, hurts, and struggles with the Church and Church leaders,
and sought their feedback on new recommendations, programs,
and responsibilities. Furthermore, the primary goal of Leadership
Roundtable is to encourage the involvement of laity (i.e., nonordained Catholic believers) within diocesan, parish, and organizational operations.
Commitment to Rebuild
Interview data reveal Leadership Roundtable communicated
a commitment to rebuilding trust, ethical operations, and
improved operations within the Catholic Church. While no
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physical structures or facilities needed to be reconstructed (Seeger
& Ulmer, 2002), the broken trust, damaged reputation, poor management, and outdated policies needed to be rebuilt, reestablished,
and taught to all levels of leaders in all Catholic organizations,
including parishes and schools. Dubik describes the commitment
to rebuild succinctly:
What we asked ourselves was, “How can we help the Church move
from where it is, to where it ought to be?” That’s how we developed
[Leadership Roundtable’s] mission, our vision, our guiding principles, and our strategy, knowing that we don’t run the Church. We
had a transformational mission for trying to transform an organization for which we were not responsible. When we described our
mission that way, that helped inform us on how we had to proceed
and what strategy we should develop.

Rebuilding trust and outdated policies were top priorities and the
primary focus in the first several years of Leadership Roundtable,
which was a particularly difficult task since the Church was not
keen on accepting help from Leadership Roundtable in the first
few years. Founding members acknowledged that rebuilding trust
in the Church would be a decades-long effort. However, rebuilding
and updating outdated policies was a practical solution that could
be addressed, corrected, disseminated, and employed at a quicker
pace. To rebuild outdated policies, Leadership Roundtable developed the Catholic Standards for Excellence. The Catholic Standards
of Excellence allowed the organization to update policies that had
failed and create new policies to secure safety, transparency, and
ethical interactions, management, and leadership. Additionally,
the organization rebuilt operations within the Church by offering
consulting, road mapping tools, assessment tools, a “toolbox” of
programs and procedures, and development programs for the next
generation of Catholic leaders (leadershiproundtable.org, n.d.).
Commitment to Renewal
Interview data reveal Leadership Roundtable communicated a
deeply-rooted commitment to renewal in Catholic faith, values,
purpose, and ethics in business and communication. There are
two key areas of renewal that Leadership Roundtable sought to
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restore. First, the sexual abuse crisis signaled distance from the
Catholic faith and values. The Catholic Church is against sexual
abuse, abuse of power, manipulation of minors, and pedophilia.
However, the Church does believe in a system of repentance, forgiveness, and rehabilitation. Therefore, Leadership Roundtable
specifically did not advise or provide programs regarding doctrinal issues, liturgy, or specifics on sexual abuse, because according
to participants, these topics were not within their area of expertise.
Instead, the founders combined their industry expertise and ethics
with Catholic values to create a custom approach to renew management, communication, and operations within the Church, parishes, dioceses, and other Catholic organizations. Dubik expressed
their contributions concisely:
We were here to help reform temporal management and leadership
affairs. We were not going to comment on any matters of faith, any
matters of doctrine, any matters of dogma. That’s not our role. Our
role is to help [the Church] think through how to be better stewards
of the resources, people, facilities, and money that the ecclesiastic
leaders have at their disposal.

Therefore, while the sexual abuse crisis signaled distance from
Catholic faith and values, Leadership Roundtable utilized their
industry expertise and experience to revitalize and renew the
commitment to and communication of Catholic faith and values,
while not advising on Catholic doctrine, religious practices, sexual
abuse, or the like.
Leadership Roundtable communicated a commitment to
renewing Catholic values by creating policies, programs, and
training resources that expertly tie Catholic values with industry values. For instance, the Catholic Leadership 360 program
combines Biblical leadership with industry leadership best practices. The result is a 3-to-4-month training program that educates
priests and lay ministers on “leadership development, performance improvement, and interpersonal communication” (leadershiproundtable.org, n.d.). Within this program, Catholic leaders
are trained on Biblical leadership values, like integrity, humility,
and servant leadership as well as industry leadership values, like
resilience, adaptability, and accountability.
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The second area of renewal focused on the Church’s poor management of the crisis and communication. The Church’s poor handling of the crisis and poor communication after the crisis went
public signaled distance from ethical and transparent communication. For instance, instead of firing pedophiliac leaders immediately upon news of their crimes, the Church demoted them,
shuffled them around to different parishes or dioceses, or at worse,
promoted them (Catholic Church Child Sexual Abuse Scandal,
2019; Green, 2019). To communicate this second commitment
to renewal, participants focused on restoring, revitalizing, and
supporting the renewal of ethical and transparent practices and
communication within the Church and Catholic organizations.
An example of this is Leadership Roundtable’s online and inperson training on crisis communication. The training includes
recommendations and instructions, like designate a response
team, “treat key constituents as partners, not audiences,” and “keep
your logic transparent” (Curley, n.d.).
The Unique Context: Religion and God
The final research question asks “To what extent does an abstract
entity, like God, or unifying issue, like religion, impact the selection of a post-crisis communication strategy?” Data reveal that
God and belief in the Catholic faith played a critical role for the
majority of participants in two key ways. First, belief in God and
the Catholic faith heavily influenced participants’ decisions to act
after the Boston Globe article was published. Second, participants’
faith and relationship with God influenced their decision to practice discourse of renewal, as opposed to criticizing or abandoning
the Church, or denying that a crisis exists.
Interview data reveals that God and religion were key factors
when participants were deciding how to help, why they wanted to
help, and the desired outcome of their support. Specifically, participants’ devotion to the Catholic religion and their belief in God’s
plan for the Catholic Church informed their decisions and actions.
Participants described that they didn’t want to see the Church
“sink,” “fail,” or “die” as a result of this crisis. They were able to
successfully separate the Church and the Church’s God-ordained
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mission from the actions of individuals within the Church. To prevent the Church from failing, participants described how they felt
it was their duty to God and their religion to act in a way that
would help the Catholic Church, Catholic leaders, and Catholic
believers recover from the crisis.
According to participants, a crisis within the Catholic Church
is unique because it impacts trust in the Church as an organization, and in the Catholic faith. This threat to the Catholic faith, one
that participants deeply believe in, served as the primary motivator to act in a way that would not further damage the Church or
the reputation of the religion. In other words, participants were
worried that criticizing or abandoning the Church would be perceived as criticizing or abandoning the Catholic religion. Therefore, participants focused on “restoration” and “renewal” in order
to reestablish faith in the Catholic religion and in the Church, in
order to reassure Catholic believers, and in order to gain the trust
of Catholic leaders so they could then train them.
While founding members still experienced emotional and
spiritual agony as a result of the crisis, data reveals their devotion to their religion and trust in God substantially impacted
their post-crisis response, more so than personal or professional
desires, values, or ethics. Their belief and faith in the Catholic
religion and Church inspired, encouraged, and emboldened their
journey toward renewing an organization that deeply hurt them
and others.
In conclusion, the results have answered each of the three
research questions: (1) Leadership Roundtable practiced discourse
of renewal; (2) this stakeholder-formed organization practiced
discourse of renewal by communicating a commitment to stakeholders, rebuilding, and renewal; (3) and an abstract entity and
unifying issue impacted participants’ decisions and actions more
than any other factor. The next two sections will provide context for
these results and discuss implications for public relations research.

Discussion
The purpose of this study is to fill gaps in research on crises within
religious organizations and post-crisis discourse of renewal. To
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do this, the current study focused on stakeholders’ responses to
the crisis, as opposed to the offending organizations’ efforts or
responses. The current study also explored the impact of God and
religion on the selection of a crisis response strategy, and explored
the ability for a non-offending stakeholder-formed organization
to practice discourse of renewal. Scholars have suggested that
stakeholder-formed organizations utilize different crisis communication strategies than the offending organization (Boys, 2009).
However, the current study is the first known study to examine the
ability for stakeholders to practice discourse of renewal.
Five Strategies for Discourse of Renewal
Interview data reveals Leadership Roundtable practiced and continues to practice the five strategies of discourse of renewal, including a natural and immediate response, forward-thinking discourse
that focuses on the future, future possibilities and opportunities
as a result of the crisis, communication from a leader, and ethical communication (Ulmer, Seeger, & Sellnow, 2007; Xu, 2018).
Leadership Roundtable practiced the five strategies in a variety of
ways, but only key examples for two strategies will be discussed:
ethical communication and communication from a leader.
Leadership Roundtable practiced the “ethical communication
strategy” by combining Catholic values with ethical communication guidelines from multiple industries. This serves as a stark
contrast to previous research, which focused on one organization’s
values or ethical guidelines from one industry (Seeger & Ulmer,
2002; Ulmer, Seeger, & Sellnow, 2007). For instance, Leadership
Roundtable combines ethical communication guidelines from
Susan King’s (current Co-Chair of Leadership Roundtable) career
in journalism, with Dubik’s career in the U.S. Army, and with
Boisi’s career in the financial sector. In simpler terms, Leadership
Roundtable combined sources and guidelines of ethical communication across industries and then paired those guidelines with
Catholic values in order to utilize post-crisis discourse of renewal.
Second, researchers posit that the ethical communication
should come from the leader of the offending organization (Seeger & Ulmer, 2002; Xu, 2018). However, Leadership Roundtable
is a stakeholder-formed organization; therefore, their approach
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to this last strategy is unique compared to previous research on
discourse of renewal. In sum, ethical communication came from
leaders from Leadership Roundtable, who are industry leaders forprofit, non-profit, and government organizations. For instance,
Boisi is a leader in the financial sector, Dubik is a retired three-star
General, King was the Vice President at Carnegie Corporation,
and Robinson was the director of development for Saint Thomas
More Catholic Chapel and Center at Yale University. Therefore,
the communication came from leaders in various industries who
were united through their association with Leadership Roundtable
and devotion to the Catholic faith. This distinction is critical to
note because it supports the current study’s findings that Leadership Roundtable practiced discourse of renewal through each of
the five strategies crisis scholars have outlined.
Leadership Roundtable: A Stakeholder-Formed Organization
A stakeholder-formed organization practicing discourse of
renewal is unique and new to this body of literature (Boys, 2009).
This finding contributes to our understanding of the practice of
public relations, namely that it is not a practice reserved solely
for non-profit or for-profit organizations. Indeed, activist groups,
individuals, and stakeholder-formed organizations practice public
relations and crisis communication (Botan & Taylor, 2004; Boys,
2009). Additionally, this finding contributes to our understanding
of the harm a crisis causes to both organizations and stakeholders.
Much of the crisis communication literature details the damage a
crisis inflicts on an organization’s reputation, trust in the organization, and sales (Anderson & Guo, 2020; Fuller et al., 2019; Manzie,
2018; Ulmer & Sellnow, 2000). Understanding the harm to stakeholders is critical in order to understand the threatened expectancies of stakeholders and magnitude of the crisis.
More broadly, determining that stakeholders can practice
discourse of renewal highlights the unique concept of a stakeholder-formed organization. Indeed, crises can result in the
creation of other organizations. As outlined in the current study
and in previous literature, stakeholder-formed organizations are
created to help victims of the crisis, to inflict further damage on
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the offending organization, to help the offending organization,
and more (Boys, 2009). Investigating the impact of stakeholder-formed organizations on the crisis and on the offending organization’s reputation can help scholars advance public relations
theory. For instance, data in the current study reveal three distinct
groups of stakeholders Leadership Roundtable communicated a
commitment to, which is a unique finding for discourse of renewal
research.
Limitations
While this study revealed the experiences of leaders within
Leadership Roundtable during and after the Catholic sexual abuse
crisis, there are a number of limitations. Primarily, this research
focused solely on the experiences and perspectives of leaders
within Leadership Roundtable, an organization that has existed
for nearly two decades. While the experiences of Catholic leaders
who utilize Leadership Roundtable’s resource are included in the
data analysis and present in the results section, the researcher was
not able to elaborate on their individual stories or experiences due
to the scope of the research.3 Additionally, while the sample size is
relatively small for a single-method interview study, this mirrors
previous research on discourse of renewal and the requirements
for participation in this study were narrow, given the purpose of
the research.
Regarding the sampling method for this study, several other
stakeholder-formed organizations exist as a result of the sexual
abuse crisis. The researcher did not consult or collect data with
other organizations so as to narrow the focus of this research.
Future studies should include multiple stakeholder-formed organizations to understand how non-offending stakeholder-formed
organizations practice post-crisis communication. Lastly, Leadership Roundtable is a unique group of stakeholders; therefore, the
applicability of the findings is limited.
3. Of the Catholic leaders interviewed for this project, all revealed that Leadership
Roundtable’s resources and training have helped them personally, their parishes, and/
or their organizations.
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Conclusion
The purpose of this research is to assess the potential for a nonoffending stakeholder-formed organization to practice discourse
of renewal and explore the extent to which God and religion can
impact the decision to act and selection of a post-crisis communication strategy. Through interviews with past and present leaders of Leadership Roundtable, data reveal stakeholders practiced
discourse of renewal, formed an organization to support the
offending organization, and utilized their personal, professional,
and religious values and ethics to practice discourse of renewal.
Additionally, leaders’ devotion to the Catholic faith and God influenced their post-crisis communication strategy selection.
This research is significant for two reasons. First, the current
study expanded the framework for discourse of renewal. The current study determined that stakeholders can practice discourse of
renewal, which contributes to the growing body of research on this
post-crisis communication strategy. This study also expanded upon
certain components within discourse of renewal. For instance, one
theme that is consistent within the practice of discourse of renewal
is a commitment to rebuild. The current study demonstrated that
stakeholders and organizations can communicate a commitment
to rebuild trust, policies, and programs, in addition to physical
structures, which have been predominantly highlighted in previous research (Seeger & Ulmer, 2002; Ulmer & Sellnow, 2002).
Second, the current study considered if and how religion, faith,
and God can influence the post-crisis strategy selection and the
motivation for stakeholders to engage in post-crisis discourse.
This study continues on the work of Tilson and Venkateswaran
(2006) to consider the ways religion and belief in God can serve as
a unifying factor, influence, or inspiration in crisis communication
and relationship-formation.
Importantly, this study has several practical and theoretical
implications. Regarding practical implications, the current study
demonstrates the importance of relationships and trust between
organizations and stakeholders before a crisis occurs. Meaning,
without the previously established relationship and trust between
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stakeholders and the Church, stakeholders might not have chosen a post-crisis communication strategy that emphasizes renewal
and restoration. This practical implication spans beyond religious
organizations and institutions. For instance, research suggests that
soccer teams, video games, and political organizations encourage
religious-like devotion to the team, politician, and game in similar ways that churches encourage devotion to the faith and God
(Spaulding, 2016; Tilson & Venkateswaran, 2006; Xifra, 2008).
Therefore, if a political organization faced a crisis, but also cultivated relationships with their stakeholders, had a history of trust
between the organization and stakeholder, and cultivated the
religious-like faith in the organization before the crisis occurred,
then it is possible that the organization’s stakeholders could respond
in a similar way as founding members of Leadership Roundtable. The notion that pre-crisis devotion, relationships, and trust
between an organization and stakeholders could help the organization recover after a crisis occurs is worth investigating in future
research. Overall, more research on the post-crisis communication
strategies of non-offending organizations, including stakeholder-formed communities and organizations, would be beneficial to
the crisis communication scholarship.
Second, the current study has important theoretical implications. Mainly, the current study demonstrates the importance
of considering the context in which organizations exist and the
context in which crises occur. Ignoring the religious context and
influence of faith and God limits our collective understanding of
stakeholder motivations and values within discourse of renewal
specifically, but also within crisis communication and public relations research overall.
In conclusion, this study provides insight into the motivations, processes, and history of a stakeholder-formed organization, formed in response to a crisis occurring within a separate
institution. In capturing stakeholders’ histories, perspectives, and
experiences, this study provides insights into discourse of renewal
and the influence of religion and God in the practice of public relations and crisis communication. Moving forward, future research
should further investigate the influence of faith on the practice of
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public relations, the context in which organizations exist and in
which crises occur, as well as the ability for stakeholders to practice post-crisis communication.
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As governments around the globe are fraught with political gridlock, stakeholders are increasingly turning to corporations to
address pressing social and political issues. Subsequently, corporations are challenged with staying abreast of stakeholders’ expectations for their involvement in social and political issues. The
global refugee and immigration crisis is an example where stakeholders are expecting corporations and other institutions to act
(De Zúñiga et al., 2014). Indeed, a corporation’s planned involvement in such an issue typically falls under the purview of corporate social responsibility (CSR); yet, corporations can also become
inadvertently involved in such issues when their actions are perceived as being associated with an issue. If those actions violate
stakeholders’ expectations, a crisis may ensue. Yet, we know little
about how stakeholders’ expectations interact in the context of an
organizational crisis.
This study contributes to the literature by examining how stakeholders’ evaluations of a corporation’s involvement in an issue are
influenced by their expectations. Rather than studying stakeholders’ attribution of blame or how a crisis threatens a corporation’s
reputation, our focus is on stakeholders’ expectations. Drawing
from expectation violation theory (Burgoon, 1993), we construct
a framework to understand how stakeholders’ CSR expectations
influence their evaluations of a corporation’s response to violations of their expectations. We consider, as other studies suggest,
that a corporation’s reputation and perceived accountability for its
actions can interact and influence how stakeholders evaluate the
corporation’s crisis response. Additionally, we recognize that CSR
issues are often politicized, especially in the U.S. Thus, we examine
how stakeholders’ political ideology influence their evaluations of
a corporation’s crisis response.
This study begins by drawing on crisis communication scholars’ theorizing about the complexities of challenge crises (Coombs
& Holladay, 2002). This review presents the need to further consider stakeholders’ expectations, specifically their CSR expectations, in challenge crisis research. We then turn to expectation
violation theory (EVT) as a framework for such consideration and
propose a set of hypotheses to investigate how stakeholders’ CSR
expectations, a corporation’s reputation, stakeholders’ perceived
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accountability for a corporation’s actions, and stakeholders’ political ideology interact in ways that impact their crisis response evaluations. The hypotheses are then tested using survey data from a
national sample, and results and implications for theory and practice are discussed.

Stakeholders, Crises, CSR, and Expectations
Freeman (1984) defined stakeholders as “any group or individual who can affect or is affected by the achievement of the firm’s
objectives” (p. 53). Stakeholder theorists have long maintained the
view that corporations need to effectively manage the demands
of external stakeholders such as consumers, community activists, advocacy groups, religious organizations, and NGOs, while
emphasizing the demands of internal stakeholders such as shareholders and employees (Freeman, 1984). Accordingly, Freeman
argued that a corporation’s success depends on its capacity to
negotiate, balance, and satisfy the expectations of internal and
external stakeholders. When a corporation does not satisfy those
expectations, a crisis can ensue.
Crises and Challenge Crises
All corporations are threatened by the potential of a crisis that can
range in its type and severity (Coombs, 2012). A crisis is the “perception of an unpredictable event that threatens important expectancies of stakeholders and can seriously impact an organization’s
performance and generate negative outcomes” (Coombs, 2012,
pp. 2–3). Crises often involve a series of rapidly evolving incidents
that bring about negative emotions and stresses affecting various
stakeholders.
Coombs and Holladay (2002) identified 13 types of crises.
Among them, a “challenge crisis” originates from “confrontations by disgruntled stakeholders claiming an organization is
operating in an inappropriate manner” (p. 170). Unlike other
crisis types, a challenge crisis is not caused by an event; rather,
stakeholders’ claims about a corporation’s socially irresponsible
or immoral behavior may instigate a challenge crisis (Coombs &
Holladay, 2015). Challenge crises have been discussed in relation
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to paracrisis, which refers to “a publicly visible crisis threat that
charges an organization with irresponsible or unethical behavior”
(Coombs & Holladay, 2012, p. 409). A mismanaged paracrisis can
escalate into a full-blown challenge crisis.
Challenge Crises and CSR
A corporation can experience a challenge crisis when it violates
stakeholders’ CSR expectations for an issue. A corporation’s CSR
efforts are the set of actions that aim to further social good, beyond
the explicit pecuniary interests of corporations (Carroll, 1999).
Corporations engage in CSR to proactively or reactively respond to
stakeholders’ concerns and demands in order to function sustainably in contemporary society. CSR communication is a communication strategy that allows organizations to respond to changes in
the turbulent business environment, such as changing stakeholder
CSR expectations, societal standards, and media attention. When
conceptualized in this light, CSR communication can be understood as a dialogue between corporations and stakeholders that is
not static, routinized organizational communication (Eisenegger
& Schranz, 2011).
Stakeholders’ expectations are beliefs of what they expect and
can profoundly influence decisions. CSR expectations are stakeholders’ beliefs of how much responsibility corporations have on
different social issues. That is, “when CSR becomes integrated into
the corporate reputation and become a public expectation, perceptions of social irresponsibility become a reputational threat”
(Coombs & Holladay, 2015, p. 145). Stakeholders who claim a
social grievance against a corporation may challenge a corporation’s social performance because their CSR expectations were violated.
A key trigger of challenge crises is the mismatch between corporations’ policies, strategies, and actions, as well as stakeholders’
expectations for socially responsible behaviors. Zhao and associates’ (2014) analysis of 309 publicized crises found that, for decades,
multinational corporations have taken advantage of developing
countries’ flawed institutional systems and low CSR expectations, and applied CSR standards that are lower than standards
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in developed countries. These corporations have profited through
such practices without drawing much criticism because their CSR
practice was consistent with stakeholders’ expectations.
Indeed, in different countries, stakeholders prioritize different
issues or aspects of issues. For instance, Zhao et al. (2014) showed
that a mismatch between corporations’ outdated CSR standards
and stakeholders’ expectations can trigger challenge crises. Golob
and Bartlett (2007) compared CSR reports from Australian and
Slovenian corporations and found considerable differences in
what social issues stakeholders and organizations chose to prioritize. Similarly, D. Kim et al. (2010) found that “climate change” is
a key concern in Europe and North America, while stakeholders
in Asian countries tend to be concerned about “resources/waste
management.” Nonetheless, with new social monitoring mechanisms and raising consumers’ CSR expectations in emerging markets, companies are increasingly faced with challenge crises.
Still, as Freeman (1984) claimed, organizations depend on
stakeholders for survival. Therefore, an important goal of an organization’s crisis communication efforts is to effectively communicate with stakeholders and ensure their positive evaluation of
the organization’s crisis response and reputation. By knowing the
extent to which stakeholders attribute the crisis to an organization,
communicators can employ the appropriate response strategies for
assuaging reputational threat or bolstering their organization’s crisis response strategy. Yet, there is more to understand about crises than stakeholders’ attributions. Previous studies suggest that
stakeholders’ expectations are significant factors that influence
how stakeholders evaluate a crisis (S. Kim, 2014). S. Kim found
that stakeholder expectations and stakeholders’ OPR relational
satisfaction level predict the valence of their negative responses
to organizations in crisis. While previous research has discussed
expectations, few have made it the focus.
We assert that crisis communication needs a more complete
understanding of stakeholders’ expectations. Given the connection between a crisis and the violation of stakeholder expectations,
this study draws on expectation violation theory to understand
how stakeholders’ expectations influence their evaluation of corporate crisis responses.
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Expectation Violation Theory and Stakeholder Expectations
Businesses operate in complex social and political environments and must consider a variety of stakeholders’ expectations.
Expectation violations theory offers a framework to begin to more
fully understand the role of stakeholders’ expectations in crises.
Expectation Violation Theory
Expectancy Violations Theory (EVT) was developed to understand and predict how individuals may respond to unexpected
behaviors (Burgoon, 1993). The theory begins by defining expectations as “an enduring pattern of anticipated behavior” (Burgoon,
1993, p. 31). EVT argues that individuals’ behaviors are guided by
norms and values, which we expect others to follow. An expectation violation can cause cognitive arousal that help individuals
to cope with others’ unexpected behaviors (Afifi & Metts, 1998).
EVT specifies that when an expectation violation occurs, individuals may first give greater attention to the unexpected behavior.
Individuals then process and cope with the expectation violation
through an interpretation and evaluation stage. This evaluation
stage helps individuals to understand the nature of transgression
and how to proceed with future behaviors.
Applied to this study, the same norms and values that guide
one’s socially responsible behaviors are also the norms and values
that one would expect corporations to follow. However, when a
behavior differs from what is expected, an expectation violation
occurs. In an incident that involves violations of CSR values, stakeholders may first pay attention to the unexpected corporate behaviors then evaluate the transgressing corporations. Importantly, this
conceptualization positions the violation of stakeholders’ expectations as the impetus for a crisis.
While EVT began in the field of interpersonal communication,
the theory has been applied in a number of communication fields
including computer-mediated communication and public relations (Bevan et al., 2014; Olkkonen & Luoma-aho, 2015). Dewan
and Jensen (2019) applied EVT to examine how a scandal shapes
the effect of social status in labeling of an alleged violation of rules
and norms. The study found that organizational status is likely to
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be a liability rather than an asset when alleged violation is part of
a more widespread scandal.
EVT holds the potential to offer great insights for crisis communication because, as noted above, previous crisis research has
widely identified expectation violation as a critical component
(Zhao et al., 2014). EVT helps to specify the types of expectation violations and other related factors. This framework helps to
examine expectation violation-related issues and can be valuable
for social expectation-related crises such as CSR-related challenge
crises.
Afifi and Metts (1998) extended EVT by introducing three
dimensions of expectation violations. First, violation valence refers
to the extent to which a behavior is seen as positive or negative.
A negative violation is an unfavorable event that is not consistent
with social norms or past interactions. In contrast, a positive violation refers to behaviors that exceeded expectations. A positive
violation is a communication occurrence that is viewed favorably, even more so than mere conformity of expectations. Second,
violation expectedness, which refers to the magnitude the behavior differs from the range of expected behaviors. For instance, in
the context of computer-mediated communication, Bevan et al.
(2014) found that when users are unfriended on Facebook, users
assessed the magnitude of the violations based on the closeness,
importance, and length of the friendship, but also by the behaviors
of how the unfriender used Facebook. A negative violation with a
high magnitude may be especially detrimental to relationships and
lead to unfavorable evaluations. Finally, violation importance turns
the focus to the relational aspects of a violation by considering the
importance of the relationships and the impact that the violation
will have on the relationship between the violator and violated.
Next, we use EVT to extend our understanding of stakeholders’
evaluations of corporate responses.
Applying EVT to Stakeholders’ Expectations
in a Challenge Crisis
The three concepts identified by Afifi and Metts (1998) help to
explain the extent to which stakeholders may negatively evaluate
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a corporation’s crisis response. Provided that organizations in a
crisis would only find themselves challenged by stakeholders
with violated expectations, this study does not examine violation
valence. Instead, we focus on variables that may affect stakeholders’ violation importance and violation expectedness. We assert
that stakeholders’ perceptions of a corporation’s reputation and
accountability can be understood as manifestations of violation
expectedness and stakeholders’ CSR expectations and political ideologies to be proxies of violation importance.
Violation expectedness and reputation. EVT suggests that
individuals’ expectations for how others will behave is guided by
their certainty others will follow a set of norms and values. Violation expectedness captures the degree to which one’s behavior
is counter to the anticipated behavior (Olkkonen & Luoma-Aho,
2015). When one is highly certain of another’s behavior but the
other does not actually meet those expectations, the magnitude of
the violation expectedness is increased.
Stakeholders set expectations for how an organization will
behave based on an organization’s reputation. Reputation can be
understood as an estimate or evaluation that stakeholders have
about an organization’s behaviors. A firm’s reputation gives stakeholders some certainty for how likely it will follow a set of norms
and values. Violations of expected organizational behaviors can
adversely affect relationship quality by increasing uncertainty of
what to expect in the future (Bevan et al., 2014).
In the context of organizational crisis, reputation is the concept
that is most frequently associated with stakeholders’ expectations
(Olkkonen & Luoma-aho, 2015). Reputation influences stakeholders’ evaluations of an organization’s crisis response. Organizations
with prior negative reputations are usually more often blamed with
greater crisis responsibility for the same crisis in comparison to an
unknown organization or an organization with a positive reputation (Coombs & Holladay, 2012). This is likely because stakeholders with negative organizational reputation assessments have more
uncertainty about an organization. In other words, transgressing
behaviors from corporations with bad reputations are more likely
to be considered as “behaviors that signal a lack of confidence in
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the viability of the relationship, cause relational trauma or lead
directly to the termination of the relationship” (Afifi & Metts,
1998, p. 377). Based on EVT and previous crisis communication
literature, it is reasonable to predict:
Hypothesis 1: Stakeholders’ perception of an organization’s reputation positively influences their evaluation of the organization’s crisis
response.

Violation expectedness and perceived accountability. Accountability refers to the implicit or explicit expectation that organizations who fail to provide a satisfactory justification for their
actions will suffer negative consequences (Brennan & Solomon,
2008). Whereas uncertainty about the future may adversely influence perceptions about the corporation’s reputation, knowing that
the corporation is being held accountable may offer stakeholders’ certainty about the future. In other words, it is possible that
accountability mitigates expectation violations by increasing the
certainty stakeholders have about a corporation’s future behaviors.
While accountability has roots in accounting and management
(Brennan & Solomon, 2008), CSR scholars have either narrowly
considered accountability as being accountable to shareholders or
have conflated the term with transparency. On one hand, scholars
have recognized the importance of corporate accountability to a
wide range of stakeholders (Brennan & Solomon, 2008). Lim and
Greenwood (2017) argued that “stakeholder engagement in the
process of CSR communications is the best way to ensure accountability” (p. 774). On the other hand, some CSR scholars have
assumed accountability derives from transparency (Bachmann
et al., 2015). Yet transparency refers to “the disclosure of relevant
information about the organization’s decision-making processes,
procedures, functioning and performance to stakeholders and the
wider public” (Bachman et al., 2015, p. 1133). Accountability goes
beyond mere transparency, and implies that a corporation is being
held responsible for its actions.
We assert that when stakeholders perceive that a corporation is
being held responsible for its actions, whether that is from stakeholders or society in general, that reduces stakeholders’ uncertainty
for future behaviors. During crises, corporations that demonstrate
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a capacity to engage stakeholders, be held responsible for their
mistakes or violation of acceptable behavior, and are willing to
take actions, may be seen as being accountable. Especially during
crises, being accountable or acting in accountable ways may be
an important mechanism to mitigate stakeholders’ uncertainty. In
other words, informed by EVT, accountability could reduce the
uncertainty in violation expectedness and, therefore, lead to more
favorable evaluation of corporate behaviors:
Hypothesis 2: Stakeholders’ perception about an organization’s
accountability positively influences their evaluation about the organization’s crisis response.

Violation importance and CSR expectations. Afifi and Metts
(1998) argued that violations also differ in the degree to which
the violations are considered important by the various stakeholders. They recognized that not all stakeholders assign the same
level of importance to all violations. In the context of CSR, some
stakeholders may not find a particular CSR issue (i.e., sustainable
supply change) as important; therefore, an expectation violation
would not produce a strong reaction. Yet, it is necessary to recognize that many CSR stakeholders may actually be issue publics,
who “may not have mastery over a wide range of political issues
but rather are specialists who are passionately concerned with particular issues on the basis of their values, identities, and interest”
(Y. M. Kim, 2009, p. 255). If a stakeholder considers certain CSR
issues (e.g., animal rights, gender equality, etc.) important, it is
likely a corporate violation in these areas would produce strong
reactions from this stakeholder. Drawing from EVT’s conceptualization of violation importance, we posit that greater stakeholder
importance of a CSR issue will negatively influence stakeholders’
evaluations of the transgressing corporation’s crisis response.
Hypothesis 3: Stakeholders’ importance of a CSR issue will be negatively related to stakeholders’ evaluation of the transgressing organization’s crisis responses.

Violation importance and the moderating role of political ideology. Political ideology refers to a set of political beliefs about the
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proper order of society and how it can be achieved (Feldman &
Johnston, 2014). Political consumerism refers to the act of making purchase decisions based on ethical or political considerations. Through political consumerism, stakeholders can express
their political ideologies and engage in lifestyle-oriented politics. For instance, stakeholders’ perceptions of companies’ CSRrelated misconduct often leads to political consumerism actions
(De Zúñiga et al., 2014). Additionally, people with different political ideologies may form different evaluation about issues.
In other words, we believe political ideology may affect stakeholders’ perceptions of violation importance. EVT maintains that
what counts for expected norms and values differ from person to
person (Afifi & Metts, 1998). Among different values and norms,
stakeholders’ political ideology may be a strong influence on evaluations about politicalized issues. Also, CSR issues often can be
politicalized (Scherer & Palazzo, 2011). As CSR issues become
politicalized, one factor that may exert a considerable moderating
effect on stakeholders’ CSR expectations is stakeholders’ political
ideologies. Political ideologies serve the function to describe or
interpret the world “by making assertions or assumptions about
human nature, historical events, present realities, and future possibilities” and “to envision the world as it should be, specifying
acceptable means of attaining social, economic, and political ideals” (Jost et al., 2009, p. 309).
In other words, when it comes to specific CSR issue areas, people with different ideology may have different violation expectedness (Afifi & Metts, 1998).
Hypothesis 4: Stakeholders’ political ideology moderates the relationship between stakeholders’ CSR expectation and stakeholders’
evaluation of an organization’s crisis response.

To summarize the conceptual model guiding this study (see
Figure 1), violation importance, or how important do stakeholders believe the transgression is, can be understood operationally
by measuring stakeholders’ CSR expectations and political ideology; whereas violation expectedness, or to what degree stakeholders expect the transgression to happen, can be observed through
stakeholders’ perceived accountability and reputation.
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FIGURE 1 The Hypothesized Model

CSR
Expectations

Ideology
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Response
Evaluation

Perception of
Accountability

Perception of
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Case Description
On January 28, 2017, after President Donald Trump announced
an executive order banning travelers from seven Muslim-majority
countries, the New York Workers Alliance called out to their taxi
drivers to avoid the John F. Kennedy Airport (JFK Airport) for
an hour, as an act to stand against the travel ban. Around the
same time, Uber announced on Twitter that it canceled its price
surge around the JFK Airport, which is a feature that increases
ride costs at a time of high demand. The act soon received backlash from angry social media users. Uber was accused of profiting
from the protest. A Twitter hashtag #deleteuber broke out calling
for customers to boycott Uber (Isaac, 2017). People started posting screenshots on their social media accounts of deleting their
Uber accounts, and many celebrities like Janelle Monáe, Taraji P.
Henson, Jesse Tyler Ferguson, and George Takei also joined in
the online protest against Uber. According to the New York Times
(Isaac, 2017), at least 200,000 accounts were deleted.
Uber immediately responded by stating their intentions were
only to serve their customers and they were misunderstood by the
public. Uber CEO Travis Kalanick also came out against the travel
ban by calling it “unjust” on his Facebook page and announced
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that the company will contribute $3 million to help their drivers
affected by the immigration ban and provide them with 24/7 legal
assistance. However, those acts did not appease the social media
consumer activism when some called out that Kalanick was actually sitting on Trump’s advisory committee. Kalanick stepped
down from Trump’s council one week later (Isaac, 2017).

Method
Sample and Procedure
Upon the approval of the Institutional Review Board (IRB), an
online survey was conducted via the research firm Survey Sampling
International (SSI) via (http://www.surveysampling.com) in May
2017. SSI provides access to millions of Internet users from diverse
demographic backgrounds who voluntarily participate in online
studies for various rewards offered by SSI. To achieve a representative sample, we instructed SSI to use random sampling strategies
to solicit respondents, and received 1,060 completed responses
(average completion time = 21 min). Before participants started
the survey, they read a news story about the #deleteUber incident.
An attention check question was placed immediately after the story
to ask which company made a donation to the American Civil
Liberties Union. Participants with wrong answers were directed
toward the end of the survey. This step is taken to ensure participants were fully aware of the incident and has the information
to assess Uber’s crisis response. In the end, there were 687 valid
questionnaires.
The participants’ average age was 44.92 (SD = 17.11). Further, 44.3% of participants were males, 55.3% were female, and 3%
indicated being gender fluid. Most participants had either a high
school (37.8%) or bachelor’s (32.5%) degree. Participants’ median
income was reported as $40,000 to $59,000. This sample closely
resembles that of the 2010 U.S. census data.
Measures
Table 1 reports the basic statistics for all independent variables.
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TABLE 1 Means, Standard Deviations, and Correlations for Independent
Variables
M

SD

1

2

3

4

1. Refugee/Immigrant
CSR Expectations

3.858

1.630

_

_

_

_

2. Ideology

3.738

1.670

.349**

_

_

_

3. Uber Accountability

4.235

1.732

.107** .192**

_

_

4. Perception of
Uber’s Reputation

4.018

1.318

.206** .239** .305**

_

*p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001

Perception of Uber’s reputation. Following Huang et al. (2014),
we asked participants to indicate the degree (7-point scale) to
which they agree with four statements such as “I have a better
impression of Uber” and “I think Uber has a good overall image.”
The four items were combined into one variable (Cronbach’s a =
.905; M = 4.018, SD = 1.318).
Immigrant/refugee related CSR expectations. To measure this
variable, we asked four questions on a 7-point scale such as “Do
you think companies should make an effort to support immigrants
or refugees” and “Companies should donate part of their products
and services to support immigrants or refugees.” The four items
were combined into one variable (Cronbach’s a =. 954; M = 3.858,
SD = 1.630).
Perception of Uber’s accountability. Without any known
established measure of accountability, we used a single item to
assess stakeholders’ perception about Uber’s accountability on
the company’s action during the incident on a 7-point bi-polar
scale (accountable-unaccountable). This variable is reverse coded
(M = 4.235, SD = 1.732).
Political ideology. Participants’ ideologies were assessed by
asking them to rate themselves on a 7-point scale (1 = very liberal; 7 = very conservative) in terms of economic (M = 3.849,
SD = 1.750) and social issues (M = 3.638, SD = 1.763). The two
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items were combined into one variable (Cronbach’s a = .897;
M = 3.738, SD = 1.670).
Stakeholders’ overall evaluation of Uber’s crisis response. This
is the dependent and latent variable and two sets of measures
were used: perception of Uber’s crisis responsibility and evaluation of Uber’s crisis response strategies. These two set of measures capture different dimensions of stakeholders’ evaluation of
crisis response. First, to assess participants’ perception of Uber’s
crisis responsibility, we asked participants to indicate how much
responsibility Uber bears on a 7-point bipolar scale. This included
two items: “not at all responsible” to “totally responsible” and “not
at all to be blamed” to “absolutely to be blamed.” The two items
were combined into one variable (Cronbach’s a = .887; M = 4.112,
SD = 1.714). Further, following H. J. Kim and Cameron (2011), we
asked participants to indicate their impression about the organization’s response strategies to the incident on a 7-point bipolar scale
that include the following six items (see Figure 2 for items 1 to 6):
sincere—insincere, trustworthy—untrustworthy, honest—dishonest, believable—unbelievable, experienced—inexperienced, and
expert—not expert. In order to identify the most relevant items,
exploratory factor analysis was conducted.
In the hypothesized model, evaluation about Uber’s response
strategies and responsibility level were used to indicate stakeholders’ overall evaluation of Uber’s crisis response.
Data Analysis
Structural equation modeling, with maximum likelihood method
of estimation, was implemented with the Lavaan program in R. The
analysis took two steps. The first step considers the factor structure
of stakeholders’ crisis evaluation. Confirmatory factor analyses
were implemented to validate the multidimensional measurement
of this latent variable. The second step involves a comprehensive
model that includes all variables. Model fit indices specify whether
the difference between the observed and the reproduced covariance matrices are due to chance. This study relies on comparative
fit index (CFI) and the root mean square error of approximation
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(RMSEA) to assess model fit. This is because a method such as c2
is very sensitive to sample size (Keith, 2014). A small difference
between a hypothesized model and sample data can result in exponential increase in the c2 statistics. Given the sample size of the
current study, it is more appropriate to use other fit indicators.

Results
The comprehensive model (see Figure 2 and Table 2) has a good
model fit (CFI =. 941 and RMSEA = .069). Very good model fit
is indicated by a CFI of .95 or higher and an RMSEA of .08 or
less (Keith, 2014). Thus, the hypothesized model is tenable with
the data used in this study. In the estimated model (see Figure
2), stakeholders’ perception about Uber’s reputation positively
influences their evaluation about Uber’s crisis response (b = .394,
p < .001), and hypothesis 1 was supported. Further, stakeholders’ expectations about Uber’s accountability positively influences
their evaluation about Uber’s crisis response (b = .497, p < .001);
thus, hypothesis 2 was supported.
FIGURE 2 The Fitted Model
CSR
Expectations
CSR
Expectations
Ideology

Ideology

.026*

–.069

.497***

Perception of
Reputation
Chi-Square = 318.072
df = 44
RMSEA = .061
TLI = .926

e1

Item 1

e2

Item 2

e3

Item 3

e4

Item 4

e5

Item 5

e6

Item 6

e7

1.000

Overall
Crisis
Response
Evaluation

.975
.988
.962
.801

Perception of
Accountability
.394***

Responsibility

.626
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.833
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Table 2 Fit Indexes for Models
Models

χ2

df

RMSEA

CFI

Model 1
(With Interaction effect)

318.072 44

.069

. 941

Model 2 (Without
Interaction effect)

292.002 38

.103

.945

Difference between
Model 1 and 2

δχ2

δdf

26.070***

6

*p <.05, **p <.01, ***p < .001

In the fitted model, there is no significant relationship between
stakeholders’ CSR expectations and the refugee/immigrant issue
and their evaluation of Uber’s crisis response (b = .069, p = n.s.),
and no significant relationship between political ideology and
stakeholder’s crisis evaluation (b = .052, p = n.s.). However, the
interaction effect between stakeholders’ political ideology and
CSR expectations produced significant results (b = 0.026, p < .05),
suggesting a moderation effect. Overall, more liberal stakeholders
tend to evaluate Uber’s response lower (mean = 3.968) whereas
more conservative stakeholders tend to evaluate Uber’s response
higher (mean = 4.364). To further test the moderation effect, we
examined if the two variables significantly influence the dependent variable without the moderation effect. As such, we fitted
Model 2 without the interaction effect. The comparison of model
fit between Model 1 (with interaction effect) and Model 2 (without
interaction effect) can be found in Table 2. Model 2 did not achieve
a good fit (c2 = 292.002, df = 38, p < .00; CFI = .945; RMSEA =
.103). Notably, without the interaction effect (Model 2), stakeholders’ CSR expectations (b = .05, p < .05) and political ideology
(b = .03, p < .05) significantly influence stakeholders’ evaluations
of Uber’s crisis response, which further confirms a strong moderation effect as predicted in hypothesis 4. This is because the effect of
a moderating variable is statistically demonstrated through interaction. While Model 2 showed that the two variables are significant, the inclusion of the interaction affected the strength of these
two variables on the dependent variable. As such, we conclude that
hypothesis 3 is partially supported and hypothesis 4 is supported.
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Discussion
The #deleteUber crisis is not a one-off incident. In fact, we suspect organizations will increasingly find themselves in the midst
of similar crises in the years to come. As wicked issues continue to
plague societies and as governments struggle with political gridlock and rising populism (Head & Alford, 2015), citizens around
the world will continue to expect corporations to play prominent
roles in addressing social issues.
Exploring the Complexities of Crises
A crisis could arise from a corporation’s CSR wrongdoings or inactions that violate stakeholders’ expectations of norms and values,
or social and political obligations (Coombs & Holladay, 2015).
Prior research has primarily studied whether CSR is a reputational
asset or liability during crises (Coombs & Holladay, 2015). Our
study takes one step further and examines how reputation and
other variables interact to influence stakeholders’ evaluations of
corporate crisis responses. Taking a stakeholder perspective, we
applied expectation violation theory (Burgoon, 1993) and, more
specifically, Afifi and Metts’s (1998) dimensions of expectation
violations—violation valance, violation expectedness, and violation importance—to explore the factors that influence stakeholders’ evaluations of a corporation’s crisis responses. Prior crisis
communication research suggests stakeholders’ expectations in a
crisis inherently produces a negatively valanced condition. Our
conceptual model thus focused on the latter two expectation violation dimensions. The model posits that stakeholders’ perceptions
of an organization’s reputation and accountability impact their violation expectedness and stakeholders’ CSR expectations on issues.
Further, political ideologies influence stakeholders’ perceptions of
violation importance. Conceptually, our model suggests that violation expectedness and violation importance affect stakeholders’
evaluations of a corporation’s crisis response. Our data provide
empirical evidence to lend support to this model.
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Applying Expectation Violation Theory
to Crisis Communication
Violation importance. This study postulated that stakeholders’
CSR expectations may influence stakeholders’ evaluations by
influencing the violation importance. Violation importance, which
accounts for the impact that the violation will have on the relationship between the violator and violated (Afifi & Metts, 1998),
was assessed by considering stakeholders CSR expectations and
political ideologies. The empirical evidence for this hypothesis is
less straightforward in the sense that the effect of CSR expectations is moderated by stakeholders’ political ideologies. We drew
upon EVT and the often-politicalized nature of crises (Scherer &
Palazzo, 2011), to suggest that it is likely that stakeholders with
liberal and conservative ideologies may embrace different CSR
values and thus assign different levels of violation importance to
a CSR violation. In other words, what counts as a CSR violation
or serious violation may differ along the political ideological fault
line. As expected, we found that stakeholders’ CSR expectations
influence their evaluations of an organization’s crisis response and
are significantly moderated by their political ideologies.
Given the current political climate, it is likely that more organizations will be challenged by crises that derive from politicized
social issues. We did not focus on the ways organizations should
handle political issues, but we sought to explore the impact stakeholder’s political ideologies might have on their CSR expectations
and evaluations of an organization’s crisis responses. We found that
the price for violating CSR expectations is daunting. Even Uber’s
former CEO recognized this when he commented on the high
price the company has to pay for failing to meet CSR expectations
(Isaac, 2017). Based on this finding, we believe that scholars and
communication managers should not merely focus on the impact
stakeholders’ political ideologies have on CSR expectations, evaluations of crisis responses, or an organization’s reputation; rather
we believe there is a more pressing need to direct attention toward
the ways corporations can effectively address the social issues that
are the sources of crises.
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Indeed, the short-term effects of a crisis may be detrimental
to a corporation’s reputation, but crises may force corporations
to become attuned to stakeholders’ expectations or even directly
address social issues. Looking at the long term and broader effects,
we believe that crises may bring corporations to engage in broad
conversations with society and step up to take on more social
responsibility. As such, understanding the mechanisms of crises
may help prepare organizations for tough challenges ahead and
benefit society at large. As corporations navigate this uncharted
territory, these crises may motivate corporations to understand
and engage with their stakeholders in more dialogic and sophisticated ways. In addition to the theoretical values already discussed,
this study has practical implications for communication managers
that we discuss in the following section.
Implications
Organizations should better communicate their CSR efforts.
Traditionally, corporations have taken a responsive approach to
promote their social responsibility (Brennan & Solomon, 2008).
Our findings invite us to reconsider the validity of traditional,
one-way communication strategies that treat stakeholders merely
as consumers of an organization’s CSR efforts or crisis responses.
Instead, our data suggest that to effectively manage crises, communication managers need to actively engage stakeholders, understand stakeholders’ CSR expectations, their political ideologies,
and proactively manage CSR issues. We believe that a stakeholder
engagement approach to CSR offers corporations, as well as stakeholders, numerous opportunities during a crisis.
First, a stakeholder engagement approach can create the means
for communication managers to understand their stakeholders’ CSR expectations and political ideologies (De Zúñiga et al.,
2014). It is advisable for practitioners to research and understand
stakeholders; however, the standard ways corporations research
stakeholders do not provide opportunities to understand stakeholders in meaningful ways or allow for a dialogue to occur. A
stakeholder engagement approach calls on corporations to regularly and actively incorporate stakeholders into a corporation’s
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decision-making processes. Understandably, the capacity to enact
such recommendation is formidable at first glance; however, we
ask communication managers to juxtapose the seemingly daunting task of engaging stakeholders against the threats posed by a
crisis. We argue that a stakeholder engagement approach can better position practitioners to understand the intricacies of stakeholders’ CSR expectations and political ideologies than traditional
approaches to CSR.
Second, corporations should demonstrate their accountability
during crises. Our data suggest that when stakeholders perceive a
corporation as being accountable during a crisis, their evaluations
of the corporation’s crisis response is more positive. A stakeholder
engagement approach offers an effective and authentic way for
corporations to communicate and demonstrate their accountability. In fact, Lim and Greenwood (2017) found that corporations
that engage stakeholders in CSR communication are more likely
to be perceived as accountable and, therefore, better accomplish
business goals. Future studies may look at if the extent and types
of business engagement strategies during crises affect perceived
corporate accountability.
Limitations and Future Research
Like all studies exploring a new area of the literature, there are
some limitations to our findings. Namely, Uber as a company has
long been faced with issues ranging from how they pay their drivers to safety concerns for passengers. As such, stakeholders’ unfavorable evaluation of this company may have additional causes
beyond the #deleteuber crisis. However, we found that a real-life
crisis scenario bolstered our study’s external validity. Nevertheless,
it should be noted that our sample size is relatively small. In comparison to experiments, our survey methods cannot fully control
certain factors. Further, since we draw our sample and case from
a U.S. context, findings may not be applicable to other countries.
Nonetheless, these findings demonstrate the value of EVT in
the context of crisis and introduced new variables to the theory.
Future studies may build upon the current research to comprehensively examine the application of EVT in crisis communication.
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We call on future researchers to test the model presented here with
less well-known companies involved in crisis, and see what concepts stand out in terms of influence level. Finally, limited by the
timing of our study, we know little about how organizations can
renew after a crisis (Manzie, 2018). CSR crises are violations of
stakeholders’ expectations for the norms and values of a society
(Coombs & Holladay, 2002); thus, the renewal after a crisis may be
unique. We believe that future studies can build from the foundation provided by the discourse of renewal literature to explore how
corporations can re-establish reputations by meeting stakeholders’
CSR expectations.
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